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Ingenious Ideas
When two product developers with a mutual love of cycling could not find a
well-working spoke wrench that was also ergonomic and affordable, they decided
to solve the problem themselves. Spokey, Rixen & Kaul’s first product was born,
and its now iconic design can be found in toolboxes and bike shops around the world.
With its combination of function, clear design and durability, it embodies the core
values that still shape Rixen & Kaul products to this day.
With a first success under its belt, Rixen & Kaul turned its focus to the attachment
of bicycle accessories and gradually developed the KLICKfix® line of products: a
comprehensive system of quick release adapters and accessories that allows
attaching everything from baskets to bags and cell phones to a bicycle and removing
it with the press of a button. Today, KLICKfix® is the most widely used quick release
system for bicycles, with an unmatched variety of accessories from Rixen & Kaul
and other renowned brands.
To meet our high quality demands, we design and manufacture all adapters at our
plant in Germany. This way, we can control the entire process in-house, from the
initial idea to prototyping, mould making and assembly of the finished product.
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UniKlip 2

suitable for a wide range of carrier types
adjustable, universal mounting solution
can be used independently of system-carriers

We want to keep things simple!

for carrier rails Ø 10 –16mm

adjust width once

sliding levers

Lock optional

With a universal adapter system that can be adjusted to a wide variety of
different carriers to securely fasten your accessories. Simple for cyclists, who
can use their bag or box on different bikes without any hassle. Simple for
dealers as well, who only need to stock one bag instead of various variants
with incompatible adapter systems.

The flexible rod springs ensure that the levers fix
the accessory securely on nearly all carriers with
Ø 10 –16mm. Usually there is no need to remove
the carrier‘s spring clamp.

The UniKlip 2 is adjustable to carrier widths
9 –16cm, even on V-shaped racks. Slightly loosen
the four screws to move the rails symmetrically
to the inner rack dimension.

To ensure that that no tubes or the bike’s battery
prevent the levers from locking into place completely when turning them downwards, the levers
can be moved along the rod springs.

The adapter can be retrofitted with a removable
lock to secure the accessory on the carrier. The
lock encases carrier rails with Ø 10 –16mm to
protect the accessory against unwanted removal.

The moveable levers make this new version of the UniKlip even more flexible and usable on an even wider variety of carriers than the previous model.
At the same time, UniKlip 2 is even lighter and more compact, while still offering the secure fastening and easy removal that KLICKfix is known for.

9–16cm

Set down accessory – turn levers – done !

4

Ø 10–16mm
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bikepacking
simply to click on

Bikepack X Compact Waterproof

Bikepack X Waterproof

Bikepack Waterproof

Compact waterproof bikepacking saddle bag that can be mounted and removed in a flash without needing to fasten countless straps. Simply click the bag
onto the Contour Saddle Adapter and fix the Velcro loop around the seatpost,
the bag sits securely without swinging. Through this attachment paired with
the stable internal structure Bikepack X bags have a higher load capacity of
up to 4kg. The volume can be varied by the practical roll closure between 8
and 10L, so that the contents in the padded main compartment are protected
from slipping. The combination of lamp holder and reflector provides better
visibility.

Large waterproof bikepacking saddlebag that can be mounted and removed in a flash without needing to fasten countless straps. Simply click the
bag onto the Contour Saddle Adapter and fix the Velcro loop around the
seatpost, the bag sits securely without swinging. Through this attachment
paired with the stable internal structure Bikepack X bags have a higher
load capacity of up to 4kg. The volume can be varied by the practical roll
closure between 4,5 and 6,5 L, so that the contents in the padded main
compartment are protected from slipping. Practical luggage spider on top.
The combination of lamp holder and reflector provides better visibility.

Waterproof handlebar bag for bikepacking and touring, which combines classic
roll bag design with the fast and secure mounting on the Handlebar Adapter. The
spacious main compartment is accessible via two side roll closures, which also
allow the variable packing volume from 6 to 12L. A rain jacket or other things that
should be quickly accessible can be stowed outside under the luggage spider.
The reflector on the front provides good visibility. Suitable for straight handlebars or drop bars from 42cm width.

49 x18 x15cm, 400g, 4,5–6,5L, 4kg max.

76 x 18 x 21cm, 750g, 8–10L, 4 kg max.

0219WSA

0218WSA

Ø 18 x 36cm, 670g, 6–12L, 7kg max.
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0273W
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Lightpack & Aventour

waterproof

Lightpack GT Waterproof
Premium waterproof pannier with roll closure and high quality features.
In the spacious main compartment with padded bottom and back wall is
also an inner pocket. Outside, an additional zippered compartment offers
further storage space, while a padded handle and a removable shoulder
strap provide carrying comfort. For more visibility in the dark, the bag
is equipped with reflectors and two lamp holders. The bag fits to to a
wide variety of racks thanks to the Kompact rail with tool-free adjustable
hooks. 34 x 40 x18cm, 16L, 835g, 7kg max.
+ outer and inner compartment, 2 light holders, reflector
+ removable shoulder strap, carrying handle
+ tool-free adjustable rail for racks Ø 8–16mm
+ lower rail with adjustable rotating hook

Aventour Compact
Waterproof

Aventour Waterproof

Lightpack Max
Waterproof

Compact waterproof handlebar bag with a lid
that can be opened single-handedly. Two interior
pockets and a zip compartment keep things well
organized, while the lid compartment offers space
for smartphones up to 15 x 7,5cm.
20 x20 x18cm, 3,5 L, 630g, 3kg max.

Spacious waterproof handlebar bag with a lid
that can be opened single handedly. Two interior
pockets and a zip compartment keep things well
organized, while the lid compartment offers space
for smartphones up to 16,5 x 8,5cm. 26 x 20 x19cm, 5,5L, 780g, 3kg max.

Lots of space – low weight. The waterproof
handlebar bag with roll closure offers an extra spacious main compartment with two inner
pockets. The transparent lid pocket provides a safe
place for smartphones up to 16,5 x 8,5cm.
34 x 24 x 19cm, 10L, 820g, 3kg max.

+ lid can be operated with one hand
+ 2 inside pockets, 1 zip compartment
+ waterproof smartphone compartment in the lid
+ removable shoulder strap, reflector

+ lid can be operated with one hand
+ 2 inside pockets, 1 zip compartment
+ waterproof smartphone compartment in the lid
+ removable shoulder strap, reflector

+ roll closure
+ 2 inside pockets
+ waterproof smartphone compartment
+ removable shoulder strap, reflector

0272W

0271W

0270W

0283W
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Variants & accessories

Handlebar

Adapter

The advantages of the most widely used
quick release adapter for bicycles:
+ e
xtremely robust body thanks to
glass-fibre reinforced plastics
+ Ingenious

security cable prevents the
adapter from leaning downward on
the handlebar, 7kg max.
+ a
 djustable to suit every stem shape
and desired inclination
+ fully compatible with old and new
accessories
+ m
 ultiple variants for different bike
types,
handlebar diameters and
alternative mounting positions

Handlebar Adapter

– with lock

Distance Set E 25mm

Display Spacer 14mm

Distance Set 5mm

Handlebar Adapter Clamps

The basic model with normal width and patented
security cable. 7kg max.

If you wish to leave accessories safely on your
bike, choose the version with lock, 7kg max.

Increases the distance between the Handlebar
Adapter E and the handlebar by 25mm, creating
more room for cables and to operate the Klickfix
button if the display is in the way. Longer screws
and longer steel cable enclosed.

Allows installation of the Handlebar Adapter in conjunction with
Yamaha and Giant e-bike Displays
by increasing the distance between
the display’s clamps. Longer screws
included.

Slightly increases the distance to
the handlebar when only little more
space is needed. It can alternatively
be used if the clamps in the tapered
area of the handlebars can not be
tightened optimally.

Extra Clamps for Klickfix Handlebar Adapter or Handlebar Adapter E.
Different sizes for different handlebar diameters.

0211DS

0211DI

0211

Ø 22–26mm

0211L

Ø 22–26mm + lock		

0211O

oversize, Ø 31,8mm

0211LU

0211U

 niversal, incl. 2 pairs of clamps
u
Ø 22–26mm + Ø 31,8mm

 niversal, incl. 2 pairs of clamps
u
Ø 22–26mm + Ø 31,8mm + lock

0211DE

0211F

10 pcs Ø 22–26mm, standard

0211GP

1 pair Ø 31,8mm, oversize

0211IP

1 pair Ø 35mm, extra oversize

Handlebar Adapter E

– with lock

Distance Set E 90°

Distance Set 43mm

Distance Set
width 100mm

Multi Clip Plus

Multi Clip E

Wider version of the classic Handlebar Adapter
that can be mounted without getting in the way
of e-bike displays. The adapter is 22mm longer
than the standard Handlebar Adapter. Interspace

78mm, width 110mm, Ø 22–26mm / Ø 31,8mm,
200g, 7kg max.
If you wish to leave accessories safely on your bike,
choose the version with lock

An ideal solution for combining the Handlebar
Adapter E with the Cobi system or when a lower mounting position below the handlebar is
desired. The maximum load of 7kg remains unaffected by using the distance set. The light and
speaker of the Cobi system can remain installed,
but installing an accessory will affect illumination.

Ensures that the Standard Handlebar
Adapter fits to curved handlebars
and creates extra space for brake
cables. The integrated adjustable
inclination is practical for adjustable
stems.

Widens the inner dimension of the
Standard Handlebar Adapter from
55mm to 100mm and increases the
distance to the handlebar by 41mm.
Thus usable on very wide stems
e.g. Riese & Müller stem ‚Cockpit‘.

The clip is connected to the Handlebar Adapter without the need
of tools. It creates extra space for
speedometer, light, smartphone etc.
The mounting space can be extended left and right by 35mm each

The clip is connected to the Handlebar Adapter without the need of
tools. Specifically designed to carry
e-bike displays and adapter in the
center position. Extensions on both
sides 20mm each.

0211V

0211DR

0211MP

0211ME

0211EB

 niversal, incl. 2 pairs of clamps
u
Ø 22–26mm + Ø 31,8mm

0211DC

Ø 22,5mm
Ø 26mm

for e-bike
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Ø 31,8mm
Ø 25,4mm
Ø 26mm

for e-bike
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different mounting positions

Handlebar Adapter
The variable Handlebar Adapter system
offers several attachment options that
allow installing the adapters at various
locations on the bike. This way, the large
accessory range can be used on the
handlebar, seat post, stem, head tube or
on vertical tubes. Various clamps and spacers provide even greater versatility.
The Extender allows attaching the Handlebar Adapter and its various accessories
to the seatpost. Using the Extender frees
up space on the handlebar and makes
sure that your vision and the bike‘s steering are unobstructed. We especially recommend using the Extender for backpacks and matchpack.

Extender

Handlebar Adapter Stem

Handlebar Adapter Head Tube

Adapter Socket Ahead Stem

Frame bracket Head Tube

Handlebar Adapter Caddy

The Extender allows you to use all handlebar
accessories like bags, backpacks and baskets on
the seat post. Easy mounting with stainless steel
strap on seat posts of Ø 25–32mm, 5 kg max.

Adapter version that can be mounted on stems Ø
22,2–25,4mm. This position allows the adapter to
remain independent of the inclination of adjustable stems and leaves more space on the handlebar.
The bracket can be turned upside down, permitting a second possible mounting position. Optional with lock. 5 kg max.

For bikes with integrated threads ( depth gauge
16/30mm). The steering remains completely independent of accessory weight. Its shape increases
the distance to the front wheel, so that many bags
and baskets can be used even on small frames,
5kg max.

Allows using the headtube adapter 0211ST on
bikes equipped with Aheadset. The socket can
be installed on steerer tubes Ø 28,6mm. The
rings hight is 22mm. The adapter and socket
can be flipped to achieve different mounting
positions, 5kg max.

Made to be combined with the standard Handlebar Adapter. Only for bikes with special head
tube threads ( depth gauge 30mm). The steering
remains completely independent of accessory
weight, 5kg max.

For mounting on vertical tubes Ø 25–36mm. Robust body of glass fibre reinforced polyamide.
Especially well suited for foldable bikes, scooters,
golf carts, wheelchairs, etc., 7kg max.

0211ST

0211MSA

0211XSET
0211X
0217CSO
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Extender with Handlebar Adapter
Extender
Oversize clamp Ø 32–36mm

0211VO
0211VOL

0211CA

0211R

without lock
with lock
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Daypack Box

Daypack

Aventour Compact

Aventour Compact City

Touring handlebar bag, complete with many practical features. Solid
inner frame made of fibre glass reinforced polyamide. Large front pocket,
compartment for documents, adapter plate on back side, detachable rain
hood and shoulder strap. The transparent map holder is also completely detachable via snap fasteners. 26 x 22 x16cm, 3L, 800 g, 3kg max.

Lightweight touring bag, with Klickfix aluminium frame in side sleeves. Large front pocket, compartment for documents, detachable rain
hood and shoulder strap. The removable, transparent map holder is attached with snap fasteners. Extra compartment for raincover at the
back. Bag can be folded after use. 26 x 22x16 cm, 8L, 650g, 2kg max.

Compact and well thought out handlebar bag with integrated smartphone
case. Phones up to 9x16cm can be inserted from inside and can be operated through the transparent foil. Equipped with a shoulder strap, reflector,
front pouch, and net pocket inside the lid. 20 x17 x 18cm, 3L, 500g, 3kg max.

0215S

0214S

Compact yet lavishly equipped handlebar bag. The waterproof welded mapand smartphone case can be folded into different formats up to 17,5x12cm
and is firmly attached with a combination of Velcro and snap fasteners.
The bag comes equipped with reflectors, a front pocket with rain cover,
2 mesh pockets, shoulder strap, 3 inner pockets and a document compartment. 20 x18x17cm, 3L, 500g, 3kg max.

0272ACC

0272AC

Aventour Pro

Aventour Sport

Aventour

Aventour City

Top model of the Aventour line. Its unique lid with integrated locking mechanism can be opened and closed single-handedly. The waterproof welded
map- and tablet case can be folded into several different formats ( up to
24x24cm) and allows flexible positioning on top of the lid. The case’s Velcro
fixation encompasses the lid on two sides, resulting in an extremely stable
and secure fit. Equipped with reflectors, a front pocket with rain cover, 2
mesh pockets, shoulder strap, 3 inner pockets and a document compartment.
27 x 20 x19cm, 6,5L, 920g, 3kg max.

Light handlebar bag with transparent compartment for smartphones
and maps up to 9,5 x 20cm. One of the two spacious side pockets
can store a water bottle – secured with a drawstring – making this bag very
useful on e-bikes without bottle cages. Equipped with inner pocket, shoulder
strap, raincover and reflector. 30 x15 x 22cm, 7L , 700g, 3kg max.

Spacious and richly equipped handlebar bag. The waterproof welded mapand tablet case can be folded into different formats ( up to 24 x 24cm) and is
firmly attached with a combination of Velcro and snap fasteners. The bag comes equipped with reflectors, a front pocket with rain cover, 2 mesh pockets,
shoulder strap, 3 inner pockets and a document compartment.
27 x 20 x19cm, 6,5L, 820g, 3kg max.

Spacious and generously equipped handlebar bag with smartphone
compartment in the lid. For smartphones up to a maximum of 9 x18cm. With
3 inner pockets, reflector, front pocket, 2 mesh pockets, shoulder strap and
rain hood. 27 x 20 x 19cm, 6,5 L, 670g, 3kg max.

0270AS

0271CGR

0271A

0274AP
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Baggy Mini

Baggy

Baggy Plus

Sunny

SmartBag Touch

Our smallest and lightest handlebar bag with
2-way zipper. Thanks to its slim shape, this bag
can be used even on strongly curved handlebars.
20 x15 x 9cm, 2,5 L, 300g, 2kg max.

Economical, compact handlebar bag for medium
space requirements. Main compartment with reinforced shape can be widely opened. Extra compartment inside. Practical fabric carrying-loop
covers the two-way zipper.
22 x 19 x12cm, 5 L, 350 g, 2kg max.

Biggest Baggy with larger capacity, carrying loop
and additional net pockets at the sides. Made of
high-quality soft polyester. Extra inner compartment with zipper for valuables.
27 x 22 x14cm, 8L, 400g, 2kg max.

Lightweight, full-size map holder for every common map format. Its horizontal position minimizes the impact of wind. The removable, transparent hood protects the map from dirt and rain.
27x 27cm, 200g

Modern and compact shoulder bag with integrated Smartphone case up to 18x9cm. The bag’s
flap can be fastened to the stem, thus ensuring that the phone is always in view while riding.
The Smartphone is still usable with the transparent cover on. Equipped with a front pouch, inner pockets
and a shoulder strap. 21x16 x 8cm, 1,8 L, 400g, 2kg max.

0270PLS

2700

0275PS

0270MS

black

0275PGR

grey

0270S

Allrounder XS

Allrounder Mini

Smile

Allegra

Allegra Fashion

Small, stylish and superbly well-equipped. Main
compartment with buckles, front compartment
with zipper, both with various inner pockets. Comfortable, detachable shoulder strap with padding.
Thanks to its slim shape, this bag can be used on
curved handlebars.
13 x18 x12cm, 1,5 L, 350g, 2kg max.

Compact, well-organized bag. With handle, detachable shoulder strap, main and front compartment with 2-way zipper, one net- and one phone
compartment at the sides. Thanks to its slim shape, this bag can also be used on curved handlebars. 15 x18 x12cm, 3,5 L, 450 g, 2kg max.

Slim handlebar bag with foam-supported shape. With raincover, shoulder strap and handle.
Main compartment can be widely opened. Flat
inner and large front compartment. Thanks
to its slim shape, Smile can be used even on
strongly curved handlebars.
20 x 12 x 21cm, 3,5 L, 500 g, 2kg max.

Elegant shoulder bag with a large main compartment and front compartment with flat pouch inside and zipper. Net compartments on both sides.
With its Adjustable shoulder strap the Allegra
turns into a fashionable shoulder bag when exploring the city without bike.
33 x 22x 14 cm, 5L, 600g, 2kg max.

Fresh design with premium features. The adapter plate hides beneath a padded textile cover, transforming the functional handlebar bag into a chic handbag with carrying strap. The pouches,
front compartment with zipper and side cell phone compartment provide perfect storage space.
25 x 23 x10cm, 4L, 650g, 2kg max.

0273S

0275S

0271XS
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0272S

0275FS

black

0275GR

grey
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Allrounder Touring

Ultima

Vario Rack

Freepack City

Freepack Sport

Matchpack

A big model in our product range with solid inner
frame. The only handlebar bag where a lightholder can be attached at the bottom. With several
inner and outer compartments, shoulder-strap,
raincover and reflector. Separate section for maps
and cover inside the bag. The cover can be folded
into 2 different formats and can be fixed onto
the slanted top in various positions. The included
lightholder can support up to 2 battery lights and
eaily attaches to the adapter plate at the bottom
of the bag.

Waterproof welded handlebar bag with fold-out
compartment for smartphones. The front pocket
with net material for air access keeps smaller items
within easy reach.

The every-day companion in the city. Outer and
inner compartments with zipper, side compartments, separate inner compartment for valuables
and adjustable shoulder straps with integrated cell
phone bag. Clicks onto Extender.

The transparent map holder with Velcro strips is
easily attached to the lid. An inner compartment
with lining contains pouches and a large net compartment inside the lid. With detachable shoulder
strap.

Multifunctional rack for transportation of bags,
laptop cases and backpacks on the bike. Removable in seconds when not needed. Extremely light weight aluminium design. The Vario
Rack can be positioned in 2 different heights on
the adapter. The straps possess a reflector and
can be secured easily by one central closure.
Clip-on-hooks allow easy variation of straps. The
design of hooks is adapted for all T-crossing of the
skeleton rack structure.

A reworking of the classic duffel bag – versatile and functional for recreation, shopping,
or trips to the beach. An integrated steel frame supports up to 7 kg. High usability through
the variability of its volume and thoughtfully
designed details.

The adapter plate allows a slanting backpack position that gives the biker more space on the saddle.
The plate does not cause any discomfort when the
bag is on your back.

Say goodbye to riding with a sweaty back. This
sportive click-on backpack is ideal for mountain
bikes and all bikes without carrier in combination
with Extender. The integrated adapter plate allows
for a slanting backpack position that gives the
biker more space on the saddle and is not noticable when the backpack is worn.
With several zipper- and net-compartments,
backlight holder, raincover and extra compartment adjustable for helmet.

26 x 24 x16 cm, 9L, 1100g, 3kg max.

26 x 24 x 17 cm, 8L, 1100g, 2kg max.

21 x 32 x 17cm, 450g, 5kg max.

31 x 46 x 24cm, 24 L, 900g, 7kg max.

30 x40x 20cm, 24 L, 1200g, 5kg max.

26 x 38 x15cm, 18 L, 1100g, 5kg max.

0274S

0234SGR

1912S

0301S

0276S

0277GR

Ideal on handlebar or seatpost. The shoulder strap
can be connected to differently positioned eyelets.

2 fixing positions
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Shopper models for Handlebar Adapter
The Rixen & Kaul Shopper line up offers a fabric based alternative to mesh baskets. All Shopper models are made from robust
fabric, are collapsible and feature a reinforced bottom and carrying straps.

Sturdy chromed steel bracket
In combination with the Handlebar Adapter the solid steel bracket of all Shoppers reliably carries a maximum load of 7kg
and prevents sensitive content from being crushed – so even
flowers or sensitive content will arrive safely.

Shopper Alingo GT – only for Racktime racks
With the rotating levers the Racktime Adapter fits to wide and
narrow Racktime/Snapit carriers ( not compabible with Snapit
2.0). Retrofit lock available.

Shopper

Shopper Pro

Shopper Pro

Shopper Alingo – for handlebar

Basic version with handle and lots of space for the
shopping trip.

Model with additional drawstring cover that allows you to close the Shopper in seconds to keep
contents protected and safe from jumping out.
38 x 25 x 29cm, 24L, 950g, 7kg max.

Light shopping basket featuring a drawstring cover and waterproof thermoform base. Bracket and fabric can be swiftly separated, allowing for easy cleaning.
38 x 26 x 24cm, 17L, 820g, 7kg max.

38 x25 x 29cm, 24L, 950g, 7kg max.

Model with additional drawstring cover that allows you to close the Shopper in seconds to keep
contents protected and safe from jumping out.
38 x 25x 29cm, 24L, 950 g, 7kg max.

0300S

0300SGR

Shopper Plus

Shopper Comfort Mini

Shopper Comfort

Shopper Alingo GT – only for

The traditional Shopper, additionally equipped
with reflector and rain cover.
38 x25x 29cm, 24 L, 950g, 7kg max.

Smaller size for small purchases or the next short
trip. Includes inner and outer zip compartments
for keys and wallet, as well as front reflector, soft
grip handles, and detachable raincover. Also perfect on children‘s bikes.
32 x 23 x 24cm, 13L, 800g, 7kg max.

Deluxe Version. Extra inner and outer zip compartments keep keys and purse safe. With front reflector, soft grip carrying handles, chrome-plated steel
bracket and detachable rain cover.
38 x 25 x 29cm, 24L, 1000g, 7kg max.

Light fabric shopping basket for use with Racktime carriers. Thanks to its stable thermoform bottom and stiff inner frame, Alingo GT keeps its shape, but can
also fold flat when needed. Padded carrying handles and a draw string cover make this basket a comfortable shopping companion. The metal frame is recessed
at the front to make room for the saddle. 29 x 41 x 24cm, 750g, 20L, 7kg max.

0300CS

0310BO

0300BS

grey

0300SP

0306BO

berry

0306GR

grey

0306RCR

red-creme

0306S

black

0306GBR

green-brown

black

berry

0310GR

grey

carriers

0310RCR

red-creme

0310S

black

0310GBR

green-brown

0300CSM
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Bikebasket
A fine shopping companion on and off the bike.ideal for shopping or small trips, securing its contents under the drawstring
cover. Inner and outer compartments and a detachable multipurpose pouch have room for keys, phone and wallet.
A coupling for the Klickfix Handlebar Adapter comes attached to its light aluminum frame.
35x 28 x 26cm, 15L, 800g, 5kg max.
Matching rain covers for the Bikebasket with reflector keep the contents well protected in the rain.

0303TR

0303FI

0303TC

0303SIS

0303SIN

twist sky rose

florist indigo

twist coffee

signature black

signature navy

colour-refined aluminum frame

colour-refined aluminum frame

colour-refined aluminum frame

colour-refined aluminum frame

colour-refined aluminum frame
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0303TB

0303 TS

0303JSB

0303BSB

0303SIR

twist blue

twist silver

jungle space blue

batik strong blue

signature red

0303FG

0303MDB

0303BA

0303S

0303ZE

fleur green

mixed dots blue

bubbles anthracite

black

zebra

0303 HF

0303 MA

0303FOL

0303FS

0303 AU

happy flowers

margarite

folklore black

fleur black

autumn 1

0303 F

0303DO

0303BD

0303RC

0303RH

floral 1

dots

black dots

Rain Cover M

Rain Cover Bikebasket
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Bikebasket GT – longitudinal for carriers

Carrybag GT – transverse for carriers

Light fabric basket with solid thermoform base and flexible carrying
handles. The classic, slanted basket shape provides ample room for
both saddle and rider. A drawstring cover makes sure that the contents stay in place and an inner zipped pocket provides room for small items.
The stiffening plates can be removed so that the basket can be folded flat.

Reisenthel’s popular shopping basket is finally available for bicycles thanks
to Klickfix. The stable and comfortable aluminum handle with soft cover and
24L volume ensures comfortable shopping while the drawstring makes sure
everything stays in place. A solid thermoform base and stiffening plates ensure stability and a zipped pocket on the inside provides room for small items.
The stiffening plates can be removed so that the basket can be folded flat.
42 x 33 x 28cm, 24L, 1180g ( Racktime), 1320g ( UniKlip), 10kg max.

33 x 42 x 27cm, 21L, 990g ( Racktime), 1170g ( UniKlip), 10kg max.

0304US
0304RS

0304UDO
0304RDO

0305RC
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0304UFS

dots, UniKlip
dots,

0304UMA

0304RFS

0304RMA

fleur black, UniKlip
fleur black,

margarite, UniKlip
margarite,

0305US
0305RS

0305UDO
0305RDO

black, UniKlip
black,

0305UFS

dots, UniKlip
dots,

0305UMA

0305RFS

0305RMA

fleur black, UniKlip
fleur black,

margarite, UniKlip
margarite,

Rain Cover XL fits Bikebasket GT

0304UNTR twist sky rose, colour-refined aluminum frame, UniKlip 2
0304RTR

black, UniKlip
black,

twist sky rose, colour-refined aluminum frame,

0305RC

0304UTB
0304RTB

twist blue, UniKlip
twist blue,

0304UTS
0304RTS

twist silver, UniKlip
twist silver,

0305UTB
0305RTB

twist blue, UniKlip
twist blue,

0305UTS
0305RTS

twist silver, UniKlip
twist silver,

Rain Cover XL fits Carrybag GT

0305UNTR twist sky rose, colour-refined aluminum frame, UniKlip 2
0305RTR

twist sky rose, colour-refined aluminum frame,
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Funbag
Chic yet sporty, and looking equally good on and off the bike. The recessed
adapterplate and adjustable shoulderbelt ensure comfortable carrying,
while the front flap with magnetic closure and various compartments
provide practicality.
25 x 19 x 8cm, 400g, 4L, 2kg max.

0263TS

twist silver

0263DO
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dots

0263TB

0263S

twist blue

0263MA

margarite

black

0263FS

fleur black

0372RC

Rain Cover S fits Funbag

0263HF

happy flowers
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Roomy GT – for carriers

Roomy – for handlebar

Extra spacious pannier that is a perfect match for its smaller handlebar sibling. It is easily
loaded through its large opening and will happily swallow the day‘s shopping, but it is just as
comfortable on a day trip or on the way to the office.
The Vario E hooks ensure that it will fit virtually every carrier, even those with integrated batteries. 25x 40 x 17cm, 12L, 1000g, 7kg max.

Cuts a fine figure, whether attached to the handlebar or as a fashionable shoulder bag. True
to its name, it is unexpectedly spacious and can swallow surprising amounts of cargo through
its sizable opening. The sturdy construction ensures it always keeps its shape and it discreetly
hides its flush adapter plate under a cover. Those on the lookout for even more room will find
a matching pannier with the same design.
24 x 22 x 13cm, 4L, 630g, 3kg max.

+ Vario E hooks also fit on carriers with integrated battery

+ detachable, adjustable shoulder strap

+ detachable, adjustable shoulder strap, 2 carrying handles, reflector

+ 2 carrying handles and flush, covered adapter plate

+ wide opening with zipper and integrated metal frame

+ wide opening with zipper and integrated metal frame

+ 1 big front compartment, 2 pockets outside, 3 pockets and 1 zipped compartment inside

+ 1 big front compartment outside, 3 pockets- and 1 zipped compartment inside

+ padded side and bottom panels

+ padded side and bottom panels
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0372S

black

0372MDB

mixed dots blue

0372DO

dots

0372HF

happy flowers

0372TS

twist silver

0372TR

twist sky rose

0372TB

twist blue

0371S

black

0371MDB

mixed dots blue

0371DO

dots

0371HF

happy flowers

0371TS

twist silver

0371TR

twist sky rose

0371TB

twist blue

matching Rain Cover:

0372RC Rain Cover S

0371RC Rain Cover L
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0303RC Rain Cover M fits Oval S
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0309DO dots

Bikebasket Oval S – for handlebar

Bikebasket Oval M – for carrier

More handbag than basket, this slender variant of the Bikebasket looks especially elegant due to its oval shape and contrasting collar.
34 x 31 x 17,5cm, 12L, 730g, 5kg max.

The popular Bikebaskets are also available for racks Ø 6–16mm. The adjustable and easy to use Klickfix fixation ensures a secure fit on a variety of racks.
Equipped with handles, a shoulder strap and sporting generous space and a closable collar, the Bikebasket Oval M is an ideal shopping companion.
40 x 35 x 20cm,17L, 1000g, 5kg max.

+ fits the Klickfix Handlebar Adapter system

+ simply set down the basket and turn the latch

+ contrasting collar with handles and zipper

+ contrasting collar with handles and zipper

+ zipped inner pocket and detachable shoulder strap

+ zipped inner pocket and detachable shoulder strap

+ detachable stiffening struts

+ extremely stiff due to its aluminium bracket and inner metal frame

0309S black

0309TS twist silver

0308DO dots

0308S black

0308TS twist silver

0371RC Rain Cover L fits Oval M
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hot & cool
Iso Basket Bag
Turns baskets into coolers ! Ideal for transporting cool drinks to a picnic or
getting sensitive groceries home safely. Simply load at home or in the store
through the spacious lid and carry it over to the bike using the handles, where
it can be placed into one of the various suitable Klickfix basket models.
+ fits perfectly into various handlebar baskets such as
Uni Basket, Reisenthel Bikebasket, Uni Basket Reflect, Unilux, Alumino and
Structura models
+ keeps contents hot or cold
+ stands on its own, the lid can be opened completely and allows for easy
loading
34 x 26 x 25cm,16L, 360g

0370HF
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happy flowers

0370S

black

0370DO

dots

0370TS

twist silver
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Reisenthel Rain Cover – four sizes

Rain Cover S

Protects against rain while increasing visibility ! Waterproof
welded Rain Cover in different sizes with reflectors on all sides.
Usable for Reisenthel bike accessories and similarly sized bags and
baskets.

ideal for Reisenthel Roomy, Funbag or compact handlebar bags like Aventour, Compact, Baggy
0372RC

Rain Cover M
ideal for Reisenthel Bikebasket, Bikebasket Oval M or handlebar baskets like Uni Korb, Structura
0303RC

Rain Cover L
ideal for Reisenthel Roomy GT, Bikebasket Oval M or compact panniers, backpacks, Rackpacks
0371RC

Rain Cover XL
ideal for Reisenthel Carrybag GT, Bikebasket GT or lengthwise and crosswise rear baskets
0305RC
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Uni Basket

Oval Basket

Uni Basket with Light Clip

Unilux with Light Clip

Most popular fine-mesh basket with comfortable carrying handle. The basket plate allows for continous height adjustment to create space for the light. Available in different colours. 35 x 26 x 25cm, 16L, 1000g, 7kg max.

Meshed, oval-shaped basket with comfortable
integrated handle. Its low hight leaves enough
space for your light.
40 x19 x29cm , 16L, 1000g, 7kg max.

Classic tall basket with light clip. The light clip
allows you to mount common battery lights
on the front side of the basket rim without
obstruction. 35 x 26 x 25cm, 16L, 1000g, 7kg max.

With elegant handle and continuously adjustable adapterplate. A cylinder-shaped light holder
allows mounting common battery lights on the
front side. 35x26x 25cm, 16L, 1350g, 7kg max.

0392KLIK

0391KLIK

0387KLIK

0397KW

white

0397KSI

silver

0397KA

anthracite

0397KLIK

black

with light clip

with light clip

Lamello Mini / Lamello

Mini Basket

Uni Basket Plus

Oval Plus

Oval Plus EF

Uni Basket Reflect

Basket made of propylene that is extremely resistant to both weather and
impacts. Continuously adjustable adapter plate.

Smallest version of the fine-mesh
handlebar basket with handle. Especially well suited for kids‘ bikes.
29 x 19 x 20cm, 10L, 900 g, 7kg max.

Compact, but with addtional volume
thanks to its rounded shape. Handle
with small elegant hinges.
35 x 26 x 27cm, 18L, 1100g, 7kg max.

Tall oval basket with extra large volume. Comfortable handle with a catch at 90°.

Extra fine-mesh, tall oval basket with a large volume and a comfortable handle with elegant hinges.
36 x 27x 25cm, 18L, 1250g, 7kg max.

0394KLIK

0388KLIK

0385KLIK

The reflector running across the sides and front
provides a significant increase in visibility in the
dark and a boost to safety on the road. Heightadjustable and equipped with a comfortable
handle. 35x26 x 25cm, 16L,1000g, 7kg max.

32 x 24 x 22cm, 12L, 850g, 7kg max.
0395KLIK

Lamello Mini

39 x 28 x 28cm, 18L, 950g, 7kg max.
0396KLIK

Lamello

36 x 27 x 25cm, 18L, 1250g, 7kg max.

0386KLIK

0397RE

with reflector
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0381KLIK
0380KLIK

bronze

black

Structura

Wicker Basket Mini

Alumino

Simply beautiful – our woven handlebar baskets are made of weatherproof synthetic rattan and available in various colors and weave patterns.
Continuously adjustable adapterplate.
34 x 27x 25cm, 16L, 1400g, 5kg max.

Traditional and timeless design – handy model of the succesful Klickfix wicker
basket. With a foldable handle and solid chromium plated bracket that fits
perfect into the Klickfix Handlebar Adapter. For an easy, fun shopping trip –
simply „click-on“ and go. 34 x 27x 26cm, 13L, 960g, 7kg max.

Solid, lightweight and antirust – made of aluminum. The basket clicks
in two different heights into the adapter. Stable handle with soft grip.
40x 26 x 25cm, 16 L, 950g, 7kg max.
0393KSI

silver

0398MINI

0379SBR

0379SGR

reed brown

reed grey

0375RS

aluminium

retro black

0375RGR

retro stone grey
0375ROL

retro olive

Structura Oval

Wicker Basket

Alumino

Classy and well-shaped oval handlebar basket made from extra rough,
round plastic meshwork that will neither grey nor become brittle. A robust
metal structure maintains the basket‘s shape, and the slotted back wall carries the continuously adjustable adapter plate. With comfortable handle.
39 x 28 x 24cm,16L, 1445g, 5kg max.

Hand woven wicker basket with foldable handle that is as light as a regular
wire basket. Its integrated chrome plated steel bracket easily clicks onto the
Handlebar Adapter.
40 x 31x 30cm, 18 L, 1250g, 7kg max.

Solid, lightweight and antirust – made of aluminum. The basket clicks
in two different heights into the adapter. Stable handle with soft grip.
40x 26 x 25cm, 16 L, 950g, 7kg max.

0376OD
0376OBR

0393KLIK

black

0398

black-brown
brown

0382KLIK

black EF

aluminium

0383KLIK

brown EF
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Werkhaus Radkiste
While Klickfix has been reliably connecting accessories to bicycles, Werkhaus is known for clever home furnishings assembled with its patented connection system. Both companies have
joined forces to introduce bicycle baskets that can be swiftly
assembled with no need for tools. The baskets are made from
waterproof birch wood from ecologically sustainable forestry,
with a resilient coating. The baskets are shipped in space- and
resource- saving flat packaging. All components
are 100% made in Germany.

Standard Basket – for handlebar

Radkiste 2 – for handlebar

Radkiste 2 – for carriers

Oval wire basket with handle and integrated coupling for Klickfix Handlebar
Adapter. With handle and coated surface. Thanks to a higher basket position,
this basket leaves enough space for the light.
41x19 x 30cm, 16 L, 900g, 7kg max.

Small wodden basket for Handlebar Adapter with continous height adjustment via adapter plate. With two solid handles at the sides. 32 x 23 x 21,5cm,
10L, 950g, 3kg max.

The longitudinal wodden basket with universal fixation KorbKlip fits any rack
with Ø 10–16mm and a width of 9–16cm. Solid carrying handles at the side
and rear. 41x 23 x 28cm, 15L, 1285g, 10kg max.

0326N

Natura

0327NK

Natura, KorbKlip ( 9–16cm)

0392S

GTA Maxi Basket – for GTA Adapter

Radkiste Cargo – for ( front-) carriers

City Basket Cargo – for ( front-) carriers

Our largest wire basket with plenty of volume. Welded Klickfix coupling at the
bottom for the GTA carriersystem. Black coated surface.
52 x 22 x 36cm, 1400g, 40L, 10kg max.

Extra large Radkiste especially suited for front racks. The innovative KorbKlip quick release allows the Radkiste to attach to front racks with
diameters between Ø 10–16mm. With four solid handles.
43 x 30 x 33cm, 29 L, 2000g, 10kg max.

Extra large basket that is especially suited for front racks. The innovative KorbKlip system allows the basket to be simply clicked onto racks and front racks
with Ø 10–16mm. With comfortable handle.
49 x 37 x 26cm, 38L, 2000g, 10 kg max.

0318S

GTA

0328NK

KorbKlip ( 9–40cm), Natura

ideal for front racks
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0313K

KorbKlip ( 9–40cm)

ideal for front racks
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Adapter variants for rear baskets on top of the carrier
KorbKlip
Universal quick release solution for
racks and front racks ( cargo baskets)
with Ø 10–16mm. No specific carrier
required. Maximum adjustable carrier
width depends on the accessory.

Racktime
Only usable on specific Racktime /
Snapit racks that are characterized by
their 4 holes in their cross braces that
the adapter attaches to.

GTA
Attach baskets in the upper central
slot of the GTA Adapter plate. GTA
bags can be connected to the side
slots. Everything is secured by one central lock.

City Basket 2

Structura GT

Structura GT

Structura GT

Wicker Basket GT

Longitudinal version of the City Basket. With comfortable handle.
31x 21x 41cm, 1600g, 20 L, 10kg max.

Elegant rear basket that has the look and feel of natural reed, but with better durability and color
retention. Available in two colours and different mounting options. With comfortable handle. 44 x 24x 20cm, 18 L, 2100g, 10kg max.

Complementing our plaited handlebar baskets,
Elegant yet robust, the basket features 18L of
space. 44 x 24 x 20cm, 18L, 1500g, 10kg max.

Complementing our plaited handlebar baskets,
Elegant yet robust, the basket features 18L of
space. 44 x 24 x 20cm, 18L, 1500g, 10kg max.

brown,
brown, GTA
0315KBRF brown, KorbKlip ( 9–16cm)

Classic rear basket made of natural wicker featuring a varnished wood bottom and handle. Available in two mounting variants.
47x 37x 26cm, 20L, 1300g, 10kg max.

0315KSF

0314R
0314
0314K

0315RSBR

GTA
KorbKlip ( 9–16cm)

0315KSBR

reed brown,
reed brown, KorbKlip ( 9–16cm)

0315RSGR reed grey,

0315RBRF

0315RSF

0315KSGR reed grey, KorbKlip ( 9–16cm)

0315BRF

0315SF

black,
black, GTA
black, KorbKlip ( 9–16cm)

0398R
0398K

KorbKlip ( 9–16cm)

GTA Basket

Citymax

Citymax 2

City Basket

City Basket Reflect

Alumino GT

Time-proven wire basket, ideal for school, leisure
and shopping. With handle and welded GTA coupling at the bottom.
40 x 17x 30cm, 900g, 20L, 10kg max.

Extra large volume, handle and slim shape.
30 x 24,5 x 41cm, 2000g, 24 L, 10kg max.

The popular mesh basket „Citymax“ with different proportions, wider but shorter. Easy to carry
with comfortable handle.
42 x 24,5 x 33cm, 1700g, 24L, 10kg max.

Economical rear basket in lateral orientation. With
comfortable handle.
40 x 20 x 30cm, 1400g, 20 L, 10kg max.

Rear basket with integrated reflector. The reflector
running across the sides and back provides a significant increase in visibility in the dark and a boost
to safety on the road.
40 x 20 x 30cm, 20 L, 1500g, 10kg max.

Elegant and expertly crafted aluminum basket in
matte black with a bottom made of coated bamboo. Features a soft padded carrying handle.
42 x 28 x 25cm, 21L, 1500g, 10kg max.

0323R

0373K

0322S

GTA

0319
0319KK

0322R
0322

0319R

GTA
KorbKlip ( 9–16cm)

0322K

0321R
0321

GTA

GTA
KorbKlip ( 9–16cm)

0323

KorbKlip ( 9–16cm)

GTA

with reflector
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0373R

aluminium
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Doggy Basket – for carriers

Doggy Basket Plus – for carriers

Shopper Doggy – for handlebar

Rack mounted pet basket with many clever features. Its hinged grid top closes
without the need for any straps and can be removed altogether. With washable cushion. Its hinged grid top closes without the need for any straps and can
be removed completely.

The variable hood can be configured to allow in plenty of air and light, but can
also be closed completely for protection from wind, air and rain. With washable cushion, reflector and handle. The hood is attached to the wire mesh with
Velcro and removable in seconds.

Available in different mounting options for pets up to 8kg.
52 x 46x 36cm, 1600g, 10kg max.

The ‚Plus‘ model comes with variable weather protection hood
Available in different mounting options for pets up to 8kg.
52 x 46 x 36cm, 2000g, 10kg max.

A safe and comfortable transportation device for pets up to 5kg ( depending
adapter version). The special raincover lets in plenty of air and light. All sides
may be closed completely and the cover stored in a side pocket. Equipped
inside with cushion, adjustable leash and a buckle at the bottom of the bag.
Large front compartment, net-compartments at both sides, carrying handle
and reflector. The cover is completely detachable for easy opening and cleaning. All materials are washable.
For pets up to 5kg. 38 x 25/40 x 29cm, 24 L, 1350g, 7kg max.

0399KK

KorbKlip

0399K

GTA
GTA, Plus

0399KKH	
KorbKlip, Plus

0399KH

9–40cm, also usable on front racks

for GTA Adapter plate
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0399F

0399R
0399RH

, Plus

only usable on Racktime carriers

0399FH

Fix
Fix, Plus

for a permanent fixation

0302GR	
with solid bracket for Handlebar Adapter System

variable protection hood included
Choose the Handlebar Adapter version that best fits your bike
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Adaptervarianten Citybox
Boxes, bags and textile baskets for carriers contain the fixation.
Thanks to the identical hole pattern at the bottom, accessories
with UniKlip, UniKlip 2, Racktime or Snapit, GTA Coupling 2 or MIK
Adapter without problems, if e.g. a new bike
is used with another type of rack.

UniKlip 2 Universal quick release for various
carriers with widths 9 −16cm and Ø 10 −16mm.
Retro fit lock available.

Racktime This adapter can only be used on
Racktime / Snapit carriers with the 4 characteristic holes ( not compatible with Snapit 2.0 ).
GTA

This version fits onto the GTA Adapter
plate and is combinable with GTA panniers.

fix This frame is ment for permanent fixation
on any carrier. Ideal for cyclists who want to
leave the accessories permanently on the bike.

Box

Citybox

Small hard box with lock and insensitive surface structure. It offers enough space for a helmet or small luggage. The contents are protected
against rain. 25 x 18 x 35cm, 1000g, 12L, 10 kg max.

Citybox introduces yet unknown quality and functionality to bicycle boxes.
The robust and rainproof box with integrated handle, reflector and high-quality lock offers secure storage for helmets, rain jackets and everything in between. By virtue of its offset hinge, the spacious Citybox can be opened completely even when installed on the bike without the saddle blocking the lid.
The new Citybox replaces the existing model and is available in four mounting
variants for quick release of permanent installation. 34,5 x 44 x 23cm, 2000g,
22L, 10kg max.

0845UN

UniKlip 2

0845R
0845K

GTA

0847UN

UniKlip 2

0847R
0847K
0847F

46

GTA
Fix
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GTA

cleverly combined

GTA Adapter

The GTA Adapter is an ideal solution for riders who want to
combine panniers with bags, baskets or boxes. The accessories
only need to be pushed forward to lock in and are prevented
against theft by a central lock. To remove an accessory, simply
press the release button and push the accessory backwards.

The plate is fixed with two solid brackets onto
xes oder Topcases with GTA coupling are fixed
rail are hung into the side slits. All accessories
tral key and to release by pressing the red
14,5 x 30 x 2cm, 470g, 3 x 10kg max.

the carrier. Baskets, Boon top. Bags with GTA
are lockable by a cenbutton without efforts.

GTA Coupling

GTA Coupling 2

With the retrofit coupling set, you can make your own boxes or mesh baskets
compatible with the Klickfix carrier system. It is simply mounted with screws
at the bottom of the accessory. 75g, 10kg max.

Converting bags and boxes to the GTA system. Boxes and topcases equipped with the GTA Coupling 2 can be clicked into the GTA Adapter – simply by setting down the accessory on top of the adapter and pushing forward. All accessories are lockable by a central key. Thanks to the identical
hole pattern at the bottom, accessories equipped with UniKlip, UniKlip
2, Racktime, Snapit or MIK adapter easily convert to the GTA system.
21 x12,5 x 2,5cm, 130g, 10kg max.

0845H

0208

0846H

The GTA Adapter
can be mounted
on any carrier

Adjust pannier
angle for more
legroom

panniers and upper accessories are
centrally locked

+
+
+

the adapter plate is usable on any rack up to 145mm width
panniers with GTA rail can be connected to the side slots
boxes, bags or baskets with GTA coupling are fixed in the
upper central slot

+

the accessories are combinable or can be used seperately

+

all parts are lockable by a central lock
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GTA Modul

GTA Mounting E

Upgrades Hebie carriers with the Klickfix system. Baskets, boxes and bags
with GTA coupling can be easily secured and removed with the press of a
button. Once slid into the carrier, the GTA Modul will not inhibit the use of the
spring clamp and still allows mounting panniers on the rack’s rails.
5,3 x 24,5 x 2,3 cm, 100g, 10kg max.

Extra flat metal plates to enable installation of the GTA Adapter where
space is constricted. Especially suited for e-bikes using carriers with
integrated batteries.
0208ME

0207
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Bags – with UniKlip 2
can be adjusted to fit a wide variety of carriers, including those with
a v-shape, spring clamp or an integrated battery. Bags can be locked
on the carrier with a retrofit lock.

Bags – with Rackpack Adapter
match perfectly with the Rixen & Kaul carriers: Freerack, Freerack
Plus and Rackpacker. Place the accessory on the carrier and push
forward until the adapter automatically clicks into place. To remove
the accessory, just pull the strap.

Bags – with Racktime Adapter
can only be used on Racktime / Snapit carriers characterized by 4
holes in their cross braces that the adapter attaches to. With rotating levers for wide and narrow racktime carriers. Retrofit lock
available.

Bags – with GTA Coupling
are clicked into the upper central slot of the GTA Adapter and
are locked with a central key. Combinable with GTA panniers.

Rackpack 1

Rackpack 1 Plus

Rackpack 2

Rackpack 2 Plus

Bag with foam support on all sides. Main compartment with a double zipper
and an additional top flap under which you can store jackets or pullovers.
With reflector, lightholder, handle, raincover, and foldable bottle compartment on rear side. 28 x 22 x 35cm, 750g, 10L, 6kg max.

Bag with foam support on all sides. Main compartment with a double zipper
and an additional top flap under which you can store jackets or pullovers. With
reflector, lightholder, handle, raincover, and foldable bottle compartment on
rear side. Additional space thanks to 2 large fold-out sidepockets, on one side
with mesh. Only usable on carriers with side suppport. 28 x 28/48 x 35cm,
1000g, 13 –18L, 6kg max.

Simple, functional bag in classic R&K design, with bottle compartment
on the rear side. With reflector, lightholder, handle and raincover.
24 x 23 x 35cm, 750g, 10L, 6kg max.

Simple, functional bag in classic R&K design, with bottle compartment
on the rear side. With two additional fold-out pockets ( one side with mesh),
lid with 2 net pockets. Handle also works as a tension belt for fixation of
jacket. With reflector, lightholder, handle, rain cover and shoulderbelt. Only
for carriers with side support. 30 x 23/43 x 35cm, 900g, 12–16L , 6kg max.

0266UNA

UniKlip 2

0266RA
0266SA

Rackpack Adapter

0266UNB

0267UNA

UniKlip 2

0267RA

0267UNB

UniKlip 2

0266RB
0266SB

UniKlip 2

0267RB
0265S

GTA Kupplung

Rackpack Adapter

Freerack / Freerack Plus

Rackpacker

Rackpack XL

Rackpack Touring

Self-supporting aluminium rack for seat posts Ø 25–32mm. Secure and easy
screw mounting. Especially designed for combination with Rackpack bags.
Includes rear-side plate for reflector or backlight, 10 kg max.

Aluminium rack for 26“ and 28“ bikes with corresponding integrated
frame threads. Secure and easy mounting with screws. Especially designed
for bags with Rackpack Adapter. Good side supports for bags with fold-out
pockets.

Spacious Rackpack with large main compartment that also allows transporting larger items such as helmets, documents and clothing. Equipped with inner pocket, reflector, shoulder strap and carrying handle.27x36 x20cm, 775g,
13L, 6kg max.

Extra roomy Rackpack with a spacious main compartment and two large side
pockets. The lid offers additional space and can bepacked separately, with a
zipped net securing its contents. An additional net on top of the lid offers
room for wet clothing. Rackpack Touring is also equipped with a reflector,
shoulder strap, a raincover and an adjustable handle.
31 x 35 x 28cm, 1000g, 20L, 10kg max.

1914S

Freerack, 12x13 x 47cm, 580g,

1915S	
Freerack Plus, 2 x 30 x 47cm, 740g, with additional

1913S

11,8 x 35,5 x 35cm, 880g, 25 kg max.

0268UNB
0268RB

side supports for bags with fold-out side pockets

UniKlip 2

0264UN

UniKlip 2

0264RA
0264GTA
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rack that fits perfectly for bags with Rackpack Adapter

GTA Kupplung
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Rackpack Waterproof

Rackpack Light

Rackpack Sport

Rackpack Sport Plus

Waterproof welded Rackpack with roll closure that doesn’t neglect comfort.
The main compartment is lined with fabric, has a padded bottom and zipped
inner pocket. Shoulder strap included.
19 x 32 x 17/25cm, 750g, 10L, 6kg max.

Slim but generously equipped Rackpack sporting a large, padded main
compartment and inner pocket. A water bottle can be transported in
the rear pocket and secured with a drawstring. Equipped with handle,
shoulder strap, reflector and rain cover. 18 x 37 x19cm, 635g, 8L, 6kg max.

Generation of Rackpack with an extra stable construction and fresh look.
Thanks to its innovative structure, it keeps its shape reliably even when driving
in a sporty manner. With two side pockets, bottle compartment, inner pocket,
reflector, shoulder strap, handle and rain cover.
28 x 37 x19, 950g ( UniKlip 2), 12L, 6kg max.

Generation of Rackpack with an extra stable construction and fresh look.
Thanks to its innovative structure, it keeps its shape reliably even when riding
in a sporty manner. With two fold out side pockets, bottle compartment,
inner pocket, reflector, shoulder strap, rain cover and handle with velcro to
secure the shoulder strap.
19/38 x 37 x 28cm, 1195g ( UniKlip 2), 12–18L, 6kg max.

0269UNW

UniKlip 2

0269RW

0268UNA
0268RA
0268GTA

black, UniKlip 2
black,
black, GTA

0269UAS
0269RAS

black, UniKlip 2
black,

0269UBS
0269RBS

black, UniKlip 2
black,

Rackpack City

Rackpack Light

Rackpack Sport

Rackpack Sport Plus

Elegant Rackpack with roll closure for urban cyclists. The fabric lined interior
with padded bottom sports plenty of room and an zipped pocket. Comes with
all around reflector and adjustable shoulder strap.
38 x 21 x 25cm, 900g, 8L, 6kg max.

Slim but generously equipped Rackpack sporting a large, padded main
compartment and inner pocket. A water bottle can be transported in the
rear pocket and secured with a drawstring. Equipped with handle, shoulder strap, reflector and rain cover. 18 x 37 x19cm, 635g, 8L, 6kg max.

Generation of Rackpack with an extra stable construction and fresh look.
Thanks to its innovative structure, it keeps its shape reliably even when driving
in a sporty manner. With two side pockets, bottle compartment, inner pocket,
reflector, shoulder strap, handle and rain cover.
28 x 37 x19, 950g ( UniKlip 2), 12L, 6kg max.

Generation of Rackpack with an extra stable construction and fresh look.
Thanks to its innovative structure, it keeps its shape reliably even when riding
in a sporty manner. With two fold out side pockets, bottle compartment,
inner pocket, reflector, shoulder strap, rain cover and handle with velcro to
secure the shoulder strap.
19/38 x 37 x 28cm, 1195g ( UniKlip 2), 12–18L, 6kg max.

0265UN
0265RC

UniKlip 2

0268UNGR grey, UniKlip 2
0268RAGR grey,

0269UAGR grey, UniKlip 2
0269RAGR grey,

0269UBGR grey, UniKlip 2
0269RBGR grey,
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hooks & rails

Freepack Switch

Modul Rail Professional pannier rail with adjustable hooks on aluminium profile. Automatic adjustment of the locking mechanism to carriers Ø 8–16mm.
Depending on pannier model the rail can be complety
removed or hidden.
Kompakt Rail

comfortable automatic adjustment on carriers with Ø 8–16mm. The hook position is easily adjustable without tools. The rail can be
used on racks with integrated batteries or spring
clamps. Lower rail with 360°rotating hook.

Vario Top Hooks with centerlock for carriers
Ø 8–16mm. The reduced distance between the hooks
enables Cita Top to be used in conjunction with
racktime accessories on racktime carriers or when the
carrier features a spring clamp.
Vario E Hooks

continuously adjustable short
hook that fits virtually every carrier with Ø 8 –16mm,
even those with integrated batteries or spring clamp.
Additional centerlock to secure the bag.

Universal Rail

Adjustable rail with flexible
handle for all carrier sizes. Comes with adjustable
standard hooks that fit Ø 8/10/12mm and Ø 16mm
hooks. The Universal rail locks automatically when
being set onto the carrier.

switch...

Freepack Switch – for carrier

On the bike, the shoulder straps
can be secured in a fabric flap
and fastened in front of the bag
quickly and easily.

Effortlessly switch back and forth between pannier and backpack:
Conceal the Modul Rail, pull out the shoulder strap and the pannier turns into
functional backpack. With three front pockets, laptop compartment reflector
and inside pocket.
31 x 42 x 18cm, 1200g, 18L, 7kg max.
+ Variable volume with roll closure

between pannier...
When the backpack is used on the
bike, the shoulder straps can be unhooked and stowed inside the lid‘s
compartment.

+ The Modul Rail can be concealed in seconds
+ Comfortable, adjustable shoulder straps, all around reflector

0278GR

Freepack Switch with Modul Rail

and backpack...
The Modul Rail can be concealed
behind the back panel and a fabric flap or completely removed.

Komfort Rail Classic rail with continuously
adjustable hooks and locking mechanism for standard carriers Ø 8–13mm. The solid removable
handle allows for comfortable, single-handed use.
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Citybag

Classic Lowrider

Cita – GTA

Cita 2

Simple, functional bag for shopping or leisure. The sloped top allows easy
access to the bag even when used in combination with baskets. Double-faced
fabric with foam and pouches inside. Two-way-zipper, solid back and bottom.
Standard hooks beside the GTA hooks included to use the bag directly on
carriers Ø 6–12mm without the GTA Adapter plate.
30 x 35 x 14cm, 750g, 15L, 7kg max.

Small pannier bags with inner lid compartment with zipper and a small extra
pouch for the yellow rain cover. Includes Universal rail with adjustable hook
position for lowriders or carriers.
26 x 36 x13cm, 2x 750g, 2 x15L, 2x10kg max.

This smart, practical shopping bag has an expandable main compartment
with drawstring as well as several extra compartments on lid and front
side for key and purse. Wide, detachable shoulder belt. Reinforced with
flexible soft foam. The GTA Rail fits perfectly to the GTA Adapterplate.
Set of hooks included*. 30 x 35 x16cm, 1100g, 18–20 L, 7kg max.

Shopping and city pannier with a new variable attachment system and refreshed look. With spacious main compartment, front and lid pocket, shoulder
strap and rain cover. Can be combined with racktime topcases on the carrier.
30x 35x16cm, 1050g, 18–20L, 7kg max.

0239S

0264KGR

0264S

0218S

Set of hooks*

pair

Backpack

Classic

Cita – Vario

Rear panniers permitting particularly good access to all compartments thanks
to 2-way zippers. As in high-quality backpacks, the inner compartment can
be divided into two sections with side opening, and outer compartments with
large safety reflectors. Integrated rain cover on the front side is easily detached for cleaning and drying. With Komfort Rail and removable handle.
40 x 38 x14cm, 2x 900g, 2x 21L, 2x10kg

Large pannier with handle, integrated rain protection, and additional outer
compartment with reflector. Inner lid compartment with zipper and small
extra pouch for rain cover. High-quality soft polyester with waterproof coating. Includes Universal rail with adjustable hooks for Ø 8/10/12mm, 16mm.
40 x 40 x 15cm, 2x 900g, 2 x 25L, 2x10kg max.

This smart, practical shopping bag has an expandable main compartment
with drawstring as well as several extra compartments on lid and front
side for key and purse. Wide, detachable shoulder belt. Reinforced with
flexible soft foam. The Vario Hooks can be adjusted to carriers Ø 6–16mm.
30 x 35 x16cm, 1100g, 18–20 L, 7kg max.

0238S

0264VAR

+
+
+
+
+

Cita 2 with compact rail suitable for carriers Ø 8–16mm
short hooks adjustable without tools by pressing the black button
can also be used on racks with spring clamp or integrated battery
lower rail with 360° rotating hook, for maximum flexibility
combinable with Racktime accessories on Top

0282S

pair
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pair
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Adapter for seat post

Contour Max
Contour Max bags provide plenty of space on bikes without carrier. Due
to their extra stable double frame and adapter with optimized support,
Contour Max bags can be loaded up to a maximum of 3kg.
Their longer shape enables a particularly good protection against mud
and splash water. The Contour Max Adapter is always included.
The Contour Max Adapter fits seat posts Ø 25–32mm. Oversize clamp for
seatposts Ø 32–36mm available.

Contour Max Sport
Sportive look and plenty of space. Roomy main compartment, side bags with additional pouches. Small
bag at the rear side, reflector and light-holder. Elastic string for raincoat on the top. Bottom made of
easy-to-clean vinyl material.
28x22x38cm, 10L, 880g, 3kg max.
0217MAS

Contour Max Touring
Elegant, comfortable bag for day-trips. Large side bags with zipper and additional compartments, on
one side with net. Main compartment with 2-way-zipper, small compartment for valuables on inner
side of cover. Bottom made of easy-to-clean vinyl material. Rear side with reflector and lightholder.
28 x 25 x35cm, 9 L, 780g, 3kg max.
0217MAT
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more
distance

Contour Saddle Adapter

Contour
Contour Adapter – on seatpost

Contour Magnum ( SA)

Contour Mini

Contoura

Contour

The compact Contour Adapter is mounted via stainless steel
clamp on seatposts with Ø 25−32mm. Oversize clamp for bigger
diametres Ø 32−36mm available.

Comfortable model with elongated shape provides excellent protection
against mud and water. Inner compartment, two side compartments, lid with
net and extra compartment. Back side and bottom made of easy-to-clean
vinyl material. With practical two-way zipper.
17 x 22 x 32cm, 6 L, 500g, 2kg max.

Compact, expandable bag with robust, detachable glass fibre reinforced bracket that allows even
hard MTB action. Separate zipper-compartment
on top and handle.
10 x15/20 x 22cm, 2–2,5 L, 250g, 2kg max.

Compact bag with robust, detachable, glass fibre
reinforced bracket. Especially well-suited for hard
MTB action. Spacious main compartment, netcompartments on both sides, elastic string on top.
Bottom made of easy-to-clean vinyl material.
12x15 x 22cm, 2L, 230g, 2kg max.

A simple and lightweight model, often used on
racing bikes. Aerodynamic design. One main
compartment with central zipper and reflector.

0216S
0217MS

2 kg max.

12 x14x26cm, 3,5 L, 380 g, 2kg max.
0217S

0216CS

0217MSA

Contour bags are designed for bikes without a carrier and
easily click into the adapter. Thanks to their elongated shape,
all roomy Contour models offer protection agains dirt and splash
water. All Contour bags contain one of the two Adapter Variants.

Contour Saddle Adapter – on saddle

Contour Waterproof ( SA)

Contour Mudguard

Contour SF

Contour Sport

The Contour Saddle Adapter allows mounting bags to the
saddle. Due to the increased distance to the rear wheel especially suited for 29” mountainbikes, full suspension bikes, small
frames or bikes with hydraulic seatpost or as an alternative attachment on bikes with carbon seatposts. An angle adjustment
ensures that the bag can be perfectly aligned independently
from the saddle rails.

Waterproof welded Contour bag for all conditions. The large main compartment can be easily accessed through the lid and is sealed with a waterproof zipper. Additionally equipped with net pocket under the lid and
practical cargo net on top of the lid. 16 x 27 x 14cm, 4L, 640g, 2kg max.

Medium size model with additional inner compartment for change or key. Flip top with covered zipper. Washable vinyl bottom. With sturdy, detachable aluminum frame, light holder and reflector.

This bag is ideal for small frames or low saddle
positions. Main compartment with covered middle
zipper. Additional zipper compartments for small
items on both sides. Bottom made of easy-to-clean vinyl material.

0217W

16 x17x 27cm, 4,5L, 400g, 2kg max.
15 x 14 x 28cm, 4L, 450g, 2kg max.

Roomy model featuring two side pockets with
reflector stripes and a large, easily accessible
main compartment. The elongated shape provides for plenty of stowage space and enables
the bag to double as a mudguard. Includes a
rain cover in a separate compartment and elastic
strings on top. 18 x 27 x 30cm, 7L, 770g, 2kg max.

0217SF

0217CS

0217PS
0217WSA

+ More distance of the bag to the rear wheel
+ Adjustable inclination angle of the pocket
+ Ideal in combination with dropper seat posts

adjustable
2 kg max.
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Saddle Adapter
The compact Saddle Adapter easily attaches to most sport saddles and fits
all bags in the Micro line and the cable lock holder. The accessory locks
automatically when slid into the adapter and can be released by pushing
one of the red buttons.
An additional release button on the bags‘ adapter plate allows releasing the bags singlehandedly without needing to touch the adapter. Saddle Adapter included.

Cable Lock Holder

Micro 80 Plus

Micro 30

Micro 40

Micro 100

Micro 200 Expandable

Quick release comfort with Saddle Adapter clamp
for all cable locks Ø 6–10mm. Easy mounting on
sports saddles. The clamp is simply fastened on
the lock and fits into the Saddle Adapter.

Long saddle bag with extra compartment for
change or key. The main compartment has enough space for repair set, battery light, etc.
8 x 6 x18 cm, 100g, 0,8 L, 1kg max.

Smallest saddle bag for the most important things
on the road. Made of soft nylon with Scotchlite
reflector and waterproof coating.
7 x 3,5 x 12cm, 70g, 0,2L, 1kg max.

Proven saddle bag, medium size. Made of soft
nylon with Scotchlite reflector and waterproof
coating.

The biggest smaller model with space for repairset, tools or spare tube.

0500

0296S

0290S

8 x 5 x13cm, 100g, 0,4L, 1kg max.

10 x 7 x15cm, 120g, 0,8L, 1kg max.

Large saddle bag with expandable volume. Wide
opening for easy access. Robust polyester with
waterproof coating. Interior padding, Scotchlite
reflector and lightholder.
12 x 8/16 x 19cm, 175g, 1,5 –2 L, 1kg max.

0293S

0294S

0295S

variable volume

Micro Bottlebag

Micro 150 Plus

Micro SL

Micro Sport 40

Micro Sport 100

Micro Sport 200 Expandable

Saddle bag with special drawstring bottle compartment for bottles 0,75L and additional tool
compartment with zipper. Main compartment can
also hold a light wind-jacket.

Classic race-bike design, perfect for mini pump,
tools, spare tube or folding cover. Separate
side compartment with zipper. Coated polyester material. 7 x10 x 20 cm,120g, 1,2 L, 1kg max.

Small elegant saddle bag. Equipped with reflector
and Saddle Adapter. An O-ring damper ensures
that the bag attaches without play and remains
silent even over rough terrain.

Elegant saddle bag in medium size. Equipped with
reflector and Saddle Adapter. An O-ring damper
ensures that the bag attaches without play and
remains silent even over rough terrain.

9 x14 x15cm, 100g, 1,5L, 1kg max.

Bigger model of our long saddle bag with extra
compartment for change or key. The main compartment has enough space for repair set, battery
light, etc. Made of high- quality soft polyester and
easy-to-clean synthetic material.
9 x 7 x 19 cm, 110g, 1,1 L, 1kg max.

9 x 6,5 x 14cm, 93g, 0,4L, 1kg max.

10 x 9x17cm, 112g, 0,8L, 1kg max.

Big elegant saddle bag with expandable volume.
Equipped with reflector and Saddle Adapter. An
O-ring damper ensures that the bag attaches without play and remains silent even over rough terrain. Wide opening for easy access.
12 x 11/18 x 18cm, 155g, 1,5 –2 L, 1kg max.

0289S

0297S

0299M

0299L

0299XL

bottle compartmet
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0291S

variable volume
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Quad Mini
Adapter

Quad Mini Adapter

PhonePad – Loop

PhoneBag Comfort S/M

PhoneBag Light S/M

PhoneBag Tour S/M

Quad Mini Adapter – easily operated, but needing less space and with more modern looks
and optional black coating for the steel band.
Fits tubes with Ø 15–60mm – even on oval
shapes. The robust glasfibre material carries
accessories up to 1kg max.

Universal smartphone mount suitable for smartphone models up to 9 x16cm max. The smartphone is
held securely on a large padded base. Buttons and charging port remain freely accessible and the camera
is unconcealed as well. Can be turned 360° – easy to switch between vertical & horizontal orientation
when fixed on the bike. Two mounting variants available. 6 x 3,8 x 11cm, 80g, 250g max.

Sewn smartphone bag with extra storage and
folding lid with zipper. The easily accessible extra
compartment offers additional storage space for
glasses, wallet or an additional battery. The smartphone is inserted from the inside and can be operated through the foil.

Practical flat protective cover with flap and Velcro
fastener made of robust, waterproof welded fabric. Ideal for navigation – easy to see while riding
and always within reach. The smartphone can be
operated through the transparent foil.

+ f or longitudinal and transverse tubes
Ø 15–60mm
+ quick removal & fastening with one hand

+ s lip resistant hook and loop fastening on
vertical & horizontal tubes Ø 15−60mm
+ allows changing the mounting position
or the usage on different bikes
+ no Adapter remains on your bike

+
solid installation with adapter on vertical
and horizontal tubes Ø 15–60mm
+ remove and click on the smartphone with one
hand in seconds

+ change vertical to horizontal orientation easily
+ comfortable, wide opening
+ extra space for battery, glasses etc.
+ with zipper
+ Quad Mini Adapter inclusive

+ change vertical to horizontal orientation easily
+ waterproof welded
+ flat and lightweight
+ with velcro
+ Quad Mini Adapter inclusive

Waterproof welded bag for smartphones made
of robust, welded, textile material with additional storage space and roll closure. With its two
compartments, it accommodates a cell phone and
other belongings effectively shielded from the elements. The smartphone can be operated through
the transparent foil.
+ change vertical to horizontal orientation easily
+ waterproof welded
+ extra space for battery
+ with roll closure and velcro
+ Quad Mini Adapter inclusive

0299PS	
PhoneBag Comfort S

2725	
PhoneBag Light S

2727	
PhoneBag Tour S

0210M

Quad Mini Adapter solo

2721

incl. velcro band

PhonePad – Quad Mini

2720

incl. Quad Mini Adapter

Smartphones 7,5 x 15cm max.
9,5 x 4,5 x20cm, 165g, 0,4L, 1kg max.

0299PMS	
PhoneBag Comfort M

Smartphones 8,5 x 16,5cm max.
11,5 x 5,5 x 22cm, 177g, 0,5 L, 1kg max.
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Smartphones 7,5 x 15cm max.
10 x17cm, 65g, 1kg max.

2726	
PhoneBag Light M

Smartphones 8,5 x 16,5cm max.
11 x 18,5cm, 80g, 1kg max.

Smartphones 7,5 x 15cm max.
8,5 x 4,5 x 17,5cm, 80g, 0,3L, 1kg max.

2728	
PhoneBag Tour M

Smartphones 8,5 x 16,5cm max.
9 x 4,5 x 19,5cm, 90g, 0,5L, 1kg max.
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small, round & multi-functional

Spoke nipple wrench

Mini Adapter

Spokey

You can mount the head part of the adapter in 90° steps, allowing you to attach an accessory in an upright or horizontal position on the frame, handlebar, stem or seat post. Easy
Unifit mounting with stainless steel strap on Ø 15–60mm.
The Mini Adapter ist always included with the product.

Rixen & Kaul‘s very first product is a veritable design classic and has been a favorite
among riders and mechanics since 1984.
The hardened steel insert is manufactured
with the highest precision and grips the spoke nipple on all sides.

Unifit is a mounting system for bike accessories. It fits any
diameter up to 60mm and ist easily mounted even onto oval
frames. The stainless steel strap can be cut to the desired individual length. No risk of scratching even sensitive frame surfaces,
thanks to rounded strap edges.

Bottle Klick

Cable Lock Holder

U-lock Holder

Mini Map

Freeliner

Compact

Spokey

Spokey Professional

The popular Bottlefix alternatively
with its own quick-release function.
In this way a standard bottle cage
can be quickly „clicked“ onto the
bike and released again within seconds. Can be used for all common
bottle cages. Mini Adapter included,
1kg max.

Universal fixture for easy retrofitting
of cable locks. The Mini Adapter is
mounted via the stainless strap onto
frames, handlebars or seat posts Ø
15–60mm. The associated retrofit
lock holder can be attached to cable
locks Ø 6 –10mm.

Retrofit kit for Ø 12mm U-locks. The
coupling can be directly mounted on
the steel U-frame. Easy mounting
with two stainless straps which makes it suitable even for heavy locks
up to 2kg. The included Twin Adapter fits frames Ø 15 –60mm.

Small and handy map-holder completely made of plexiglass, easily
mounted onto handlebar or stem
using the Mini Adapter. All map sizes
simply slide in.

Map holder with swivel coupling
for quick turns from horizontal to
vertical position. Perfect for all touring books and map formats up to
24,5 x 12,5cm. Sturdy transparent
raincover protects maps from wind
and rain, 110 g

Compact bag model, that is ideal
for mounting on stem. Two zippered
compartments and a mesh pocket
provide space for thinks you like to
have within easy reach.
11 x 19 x 9cm, 180 g, 2 L, 1kg max.

The classic Spoke nipple wrench. A
must-have in any toolbox, at home
and on the road. 4,5 x 4,7cm, 10g

0292CS

2196 	3,40 mm, black

Professional variant with a twin layered metal insert that doubles the
contact surface between tool and
nipple. Especially well suited for
sensitive aluminum nipples, since it
allows higher torques with less contact pressure. 4,5 x 5cm, 12g

0501B

0500A

1650

2703

2704

MiniMap 1
9x 15 cm, 90g
MiniMap 2
12 x 25cm, 150g

2705

2195 	3,25mm, red

Ø spokes 2,1mm max.
Ø spokes 2,1mm max.

2195PRO 	3,25mm, red

Ø spokes 2,1mm max.
2196PRO 	3,40 mm, black

Ø spokes 2,1mm max.
2193L 	3,25mm, blue for thicker

spokes, Ø 2,34mm max.
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fix mounts
Small and simple helpful
parts to attach lights, bottles cages and other little accessories easily and safely to
your bike.

Unidisc

Pumpfix

MiniMount

Bottlefix Extended

Bottlefix

Bottlefix Ahead

FindMe – waterproof AirTag mount

Universal chain wheel disc of
break-resistant
material.
New
mounting system with glass fibre
reinforced adapter socket that can
be screwed into all cranks with inner thread. Fast and easy mounting with single central screw. For
chain wheels up to 48 sprockets.
Ø 21cm, 90g

Universal pump holder. All pump
sizes can be fixed between Pumpfix
and the frame. Easy mounting with
stainless steel strap on frames sized
Ø 15–60mm. Only for pumps with
indentation for pump holders.

Retrofit kit for lightweight accessories like reflectors, lights etc. The
360° revolving top permits many
different mounting positions. Easy
mounting with stainless steel strap
on tubes Ø 12–28mm.

Zur Montage beliebiger Flaschenhalter an der Sattelstütze. Passend für
alle gängigen Sattelstützen Durchmesser, 1kg max.

Allows installation of a bottle cage
on Ahead stems Ø 1 1/8“ by replacing the headset’s top cap. Fits all
regular bottle cages, 1kg max.

Theft-proof mount for Apple AirTag or Tile Sticker to attach to bottle cage
threads, so that the bike always remains traceable. The installation via security
screws is possible either solo or below a bottle cage. Includes special key.
8,2 x 3,8 x 1,2cm, 20g

1646

1645

1849

1648

Adapter for any type of bottle cage
on bikes without integrated frame
threads. The adapter head can be
mounted in 90° steps, allowing fixation in both vertical and horizontal
positions. With stainless steel straps
for Ø 15 – 60mm, 1kg max.

1649A

1649

0729G
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fix mounts
You prefer to mount baskets or other
accessories without quick release on
your bike, explore this page for affordable and secure solutions that are quick
and easy to install.

Light Clip

Korbfix 1

Korbfix 2

Fix Basket Holder

Fix Basket Holder E

Retrofittable plastic clip that allows attaching a
light to wire- or fine-mesh baskets. Especially useful when the basket would otherwise obscure the
light or there is a lack of space on the handlebar.
Ø 24mm, 25 g

Universal, economical screw mounting system for
all wide-mesh wire baskets on standard carriers
without spring clamp. Available in pairs. For the
fixation of bigger accessories we recommend installing 2 pairs.

Permanent and secure installation of fine-mesh
baskets or boxes on racks with Ø 6–16mm. For
very large accessories it is recommended to use
two pairs of Korbfix 2.

For everyone who prefers a permanently mounted basket. The patented anchoring cable holds accessories in a fixed, stable position up to 7kg. No additional support to fork or headset is required. Including clamps for standard
handlebars Ø 22–26mm, 7kg max.

Allows permanent installation of a front basket on e-bikes with centrally
mounted displays. Thanks to its increased interspace of 78mm, the holder
encloses the display. The patented security cable prevents the holder from
leaning downward when loaded. For standard and oversize handlebars
Ø 22–31,8mm, 7kg max.

0397LC

0311

Light Holder Fork

Fix Basket / Fix Basket E

Citymax Fix

SeeMe – reflector band for baskets

SeeMe – Display

Provides a universal and secure mounting solution for battery lights which can be obscured when
used simultaneously with a handlebar bag. The
fibre reinforced cylinder attached to a metal frame
can be affixed to frames or forks.
3,2 x 6 x 6cm, 30g, Ø 26mm

Can be mounted in 3 heights on handlebar.
Since basket is without Klickfix function it has no
handle. Holder included.
35 x 26 x 25cm, 16L, 880g, 7kg max.

Be seen with SeeMe. The retrofittable reflector for baskets ensures
greater visibility and safety in the dark or wet conditions thanks to its high
reflectivity. The robust tape can be mounted on a wide variety of basket
shapes either removable or permanently theft-protected. It can be mounted on front and rear baskets made of fine-mesh or with woven structure.
51 x 4 x 1,5cm, Ø 2,8 cm, 57g

Compact counter display with 8 SeeMe reflective bands, 14 x 26,5 x24,5cm

1647

1 pair of Korbfix 1

0211B
0311A

1 pair of Korbfix 2

0397A

basket incl. Fix Basket Holder

Elegant fine-mesh basket with extra large volume.
Permanent, solid and rattle-free installation on
standard racks using the proven Korbfix 2 hardware. 1 Pair of Korbfix 2 included.
30 x 24,5 x 41cm, 1300g, 24L, 10kg max.

0397AE

basket incl. Fix Basket Holder E

0319F

basket incl. 1 pair of Korbfix 2

0211BE

0312SET

0312

8 pcs.
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Produkte · Products

Lenker Adapter
Handlebar Adapter
(exklusive)

Radkiste 2
Lenker
0326N 62,95 €

Oval Korb

Mini Korb

0392KLIK 30,95 €

Lamello Mini

Lamello

0395KLIK 37,95 €

Produkte · Products

0394KLIK 27,95 €

Uni Korb
weiß
0397KW 31,50 €

Uni Korb
silber
0397KSI 31,50 €

Uni Korb
anthrazit
0397KA 31,50 €

Uni Korb
schwarz
0397KLIK 29,95 €

Oval Plus

Oval Plus EF

Uni Korb Plus

0396KLIK 41,95 €

0385KLIK 33,95 €

0386KLIK 35,95 €

0388KLIK 37,95 €

Uni Korb
Reflect
0397RE 43,95 €

Unilux Korb
mit Lampenclip
0387KLIK 37,95 €

Structura
schwarz
0380KLIK 71,95 €

Structura
bronze
0381KLIK 71,95 €

Structura
schwarz EF
0382KLIK 71,95 €

Structura
braun EF
0383KLIK 71,95 €

Structura
retro steingrau
0375RGR 71,95 €

Structura
retro olive
0375ROL 71,95 €

Structura
schilf grau
0379SGR 71,95 €

Structura Oval
schwarz-braun
0376OD 71,95 €

Structura Oval
braun
0376OBR 71,95 €

Weidenkorb

Weidenkorb Mini

0398 59,95 €

Bikebasket
fleur green
0303FG 65,50 €

Bikebasket (Alu farbig)
signature black
0303SIS 65,50 €

Bikebasket
signature red
0303SIR 65,50 €

Bikebasket
black dots
0303BD 65,50 €

Bikebasket
fleur schwarz
0303FS 65,50 €

Bikebasket
autumn 1
0303AU 65,50 €

Bikebasket (Alu farbig) Bikebasket (Alu farbig) Bikebasket (Alu farbig)
twist sky rose
twist coffee
florist indigo
0303TR 83,95€
0303TC 75,95€
0303FI 75,95€

Bikebasket Oval S
dots
0309DO 69,50 €

Bikebasket Oval S
schwarz
0309S 69,50 €

Bikebasket Oval S
twist silver
0309TS 71,95 €

Funbag
margarite
0263MA 45,95 €

Funbag
twist blue
0263TB 48,50 €

Funbag
twist silver
0263TS 48,50 €

Funbag
dots
0263DO 45,95 €

Funbag
schwarz
0263S 45,95 €

Funbag
fleur schwarz
0263FS 45,95 €

Funbag
happy flowers
0263HF 45,95 €

Uni Korb
mit Lampenclip
0391KLIK 32,95 €

Roomy
twist sky rose
0372TR 82,95€

Roomy
twist blue
0372TB 73,50 €

Roomy
twist silver
0372TS 73,50 €

Roomy
dots
0372DO 71,50 €

Roomy
schwarz
0372S 71,50 €

Roomy
mixed dots blue
0372MDB 71,50 €

Roomy
happy flowers
0372HF 71,50€

Structura
retro schwarz
0375RS 71,95 €

Structura
schilf braun
0379SBR 71,95 €

Allegra Fashion
grau
0275GR 77,95 €

Allegra Fashion
schwarz
0275FS 77,95 €

Allegra

Smile

Baggy Mini

Baggy

Baggy Plus

0275S 71,50 €

0273S 52,50 €

0270MS 23,50 €

0270S 29,50 €

0270PLS 31,50 €

Alumino
schwarz
0393KLIK 87,95 €

Standard Korb

Smartbag Touch
schwarz
0275PS 72,50 €

Aventour Compact
City
0272ACC 78,95 €

Aventour

Aventour City

Aventour Pro

0392S 21,50 €

Smartbag Touch
grau
0275PGR 72,50 €

Aventour Compact

0398MINI 58,50 €

Alumino
silber
0393KSI 91,95 €

0272AC 76,95 €

0271A 98,95 €

0271CGR 105,95 €

0274AP 109,95 €

Bikebasket (Alu farbig)
signature navy
0303SIN 65,50 €

Bikebasket
batik strong blue
0303BSB 65,50 €

Bikebasket
jungle space blue
0303JSB 65,50 €

Bikebasket
mixed dots blue
0303MDB 65,50 €

Bikebasket
schwarz
0303S 65,50 €

Bikepack X
Waterproof
0273W 102,95 €

Aventour compact
Waterproof
0272W 108,95 €

Aventour
Waterproof
0271W 123,95 €

Lightpack Max
Waterproof
0270W 119,95 €

Ultima

Allrounder Touring

Aventour Sport

0234SGR 117,95 €

0274S 102,95 €

0270AS 81,95 €

Bikebasket
floral 1
0303F 65,50 €

Bikebasket
bubbles anthracite
0303BA 65,50 €

Bikebasket
folklore schwarz
0303FOL 65,50 €

Bikebasket
margarite
0303MA 65,50 €

Bikebasket
dots
0303DO 65,50 €

Allrounder XS

Allrounder Mini

Freepack Sport

Freepack City

0272S 53,50 €

Daypack
(Alu Bügel)
0214S 61,95 €

Matchpack

0271XS 40,95 €

Daypack Box
(Innenrahmen)
0215S 72,50 €

0301S 60,95 €

0276S 99,95 €

0277GR 96,95 €

Bikebasket
twist silver
0303TS 69,95 €

Bikebasket
twist blue
0303TB 69,95 €

Bikebasket
happy flowers
0303HF 65,50 €

Bikebasket
zebra
0303ZE 65,50 €

Kupplung
Bikebasket
0211KU 12,95 €

Shopper

Shopper Pro
schwarz
0300SP 44,95 €

Shopper Plus

Shopper Doggy

0300BS 43,95 €

Shopper Comfort
Mini
0300CSM 59,50 €

Shopper Comfort

0300S 35,95 €

Shopper Pro
grau
0300SGR 60,95 €

0300CS 68,50 €

0302GR 106,95 €

Shopper Alingo
brombeer
0306BO 64,95 €

Shopper Alingo
grün-braun
0306GBR 64,95 €

Shopper Alingo
grau
0306GR 64,95 €

Shopper Alingo
schwarz
0306S 64,95 €

Shopper Alingo
rot-creme
0306RCR 64,95 €

Vario Rack

Sunny

1912S 67,95 €

2700 32,95 €
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Lenker Adapter
Handlebar Adapter
(exklusive)
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Produkte · Products

GTA
Montageset E
0208ME 19,95 €

4x GTA Haken
f. Universal Schiene
0208H 11,95€

GTA Kupplung

GTA Kupplung 2

0845H 7,50 €

Structura GT
braun GTA
0315BRF 88,95 €

Structura GT
schwarz GTA
0315SF 88,95 €

Doggy Basket
GTA
0399K 162,95 €

Doggy Basket Plus
GTA
0399KH 229,95 €

GTA
Schiene / rail

Citytasche
GTA
0218S 56,50 €

Cita
GTA
0264S 73,95 €

Vario E
Haken / hook

Roomy GT
schwarz
0371S 73,95 €

Roomy GT
dots
0371DO 73,95 €

Roomy GT
happy flowers
0371HF 73,95 €

Reisenthel
Schiene / rail

Bikebasket Oval M
schwarz
0308S 88,50 €

Bikebasket Oval M
dots
0308DO 88,50 €

Cita 2

Lightpack GT
waterproof
0283W 136,95 €

Lenker Adapter
Standard
0211 21,95 €

Lenker Adapter
Standard, Schloss
0211L 31,95 €

Lenker Adapter
Oversize
0211O 21,95 €

Lenker Adapter
Universal
0211U 24,95 €

Lenker Adapter
Universal, Schloss
0211LU 34,95 €

Lenker Adapter E
Universal
0211EB 35,95 €

Lenker Adapter E
Universal, Schloss
0211EBL 44,95 €

GTA System

Schelle / Clamp
Ø 22–26mm
0211F 2,95 €

Schelle / Clamp
Ø 31,8mm
0211GP 7,50 €

Schelle /Clamp
Ø 35mm
0211IP 7,50 €

Multiclip Plus

Multiclip E

Display Spacer

0211MP 12,95 €

0211ME 12,95 €

0211DS 7,95 €

Oversize Schelle
Ø 32−36mm f.Extender
0217CSO 7,50 €

GTA
Kupplung /
coupling

Lenker Adapter
Caddy
0211CA 27,50 €

Lenker Adapter
Vorbau / stem
0211VO 34,95 €

Lenker Adapter
Vorbau, Schloss
0211VOL 44,50 €

Distanz Set
Weite 100mm
0211 DR 18,50 €

Distanz Set
5mm
0211DI 3,25 €

Distanz Set
43mm
0211V 11,50 €

Distanz Set E
25mm
0211DE 10,50 €

Thermotasche
Cooler Bag

Iso Basket Bag
happy flowers
0370HF 31,95 €

Iso Basket Bag
dots
0370DO 31,95 €

Iso Basket Bag
schwarz
0370S 31,95 €

Iso Basket Bag
twist silver
0370TS 33,95 €

Rain Cover
Reisenthel

Rain Cover S
(Roomy...)
0372RC 16,50 €

Rain Cover M
(Bikebasket...)
0303RC 18,95 €

Rain Cover L
(Roomy GT...)
0371RC 20,95 €

Rain Cover XL
(Carrybag GT...)
0305RC 22,95 €

Lenker Adapter
Handlebar Adapter
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Lenker Adapter
Rahmenmontagebügel
Extender
Extender &
Steuerrohr/ head tube Steuerrohr/ head tube Sattelstütze/Seat post
Lenker Adapter
0211ST 31,95 €
0211R 11,95 €
0211X 16,50 €
0211XSET 35,50€

Distanz Set E
90°
0211DC 15,95 €

Rain Cover
(Bikebasket...)
0303RH 12,95 €

Adapter Sockel
Ahead
0211MSA 33,95 €

Lenker Adapter
Taste & Schloss
0211TNS 15,95 €

Kompakt
Schiene / rail

0264KGR 125,95 €

0846H 13,50 €

GTA Modul
Hebie
0207 23,50 €

GTA Adapter
0208 42,50€

City Korb Reflect
GTA
0323 48,95 €

Citymax
GTA
0319 42,95 €

Citymax 2
GTA
0321 42,95 €

City Korb 2
GTA
0314 37,95 €

City Korb
GTA
0322 35,50 €

Korb
GTA
0322S 17,95 €

Maxi Korb
GTA
0318S 27,95 €

Rackpack 2 Plus
GTA
0265S 102,95 €

Rackpack Light
GTA
0268GTA 77,95 €

Rackpack Touring
GTA
0264GTA 133,95 €

Box
GTA
0845K 42,50 €

Citybox
GTA
0847K 156,95 €

Roomy GT
mixed dots blue
0371MDB 73,95 €

Roomy GT
twist silver
0371TS 75,95 €

Roomy GT
twist blue
0371TB 75,95 €

Roomy GT
twist sky rose
0371TR 88,95 €

Bikebasket Oval M
twist silver
0308TS 89,50 €

Modul
Schiene / rail

Freepack Switch
Rucksack / backpack
0278GR 162,95 €

Komfort
Schiene / rail

Backpack
(Paar)
0282S 149,95 €

Universal
Schiene / rail

Classic Lowrider
(Paar)
0239S 134,95 €

Classic
(Paar)
0238S 155,95 €

Vario
Haken / hook

Cita Vario
0264VAR 68,95 €
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UniKlip / UniKlip 2
(inklusive)

KorbKlip
(inklusive)

Rackpack Sport
Rackpack Sport Plus
Rackpack Sport
grau UniKlip 2
grau UniKlip 2
schwarz UniKlip 2
0269UAGR 142,95 € 0269UBGR 163,95€ 0269UAS 135,95€

Produkte · Products

Rackpack Sport Plus
schwarz UniKlip 2
0269UBS 155,95€

Rackpack Light
grau UniKlip 2
0268UNGR 96,50€

Rackpack City
UniKlip 2
0265UN 124,95€

Rackpack Waterproof
UniKlip 2
0269UNW 112,95€

Rackpack 1
UniKlip 2
0266UNA 105,50€

Rackpack 1 Plus
UniKlip 2
0266UNB 119,95€

Rackpack 2
UniKlip 2
0267UNA 114,95€

Rackpack 2Plus
UniKlip 2
0267UNB 122,95€

Racktime
(inklusive)

Rackpack Sport
Rackpack Sport Plus
grau Racktime
grau Racktime
0269RAGR 136,95 € 0269RBGR 157,95€

Rackpack Light
grau Racktime
0268RAGR 89,95 €

Rackpack City
Racktime
0265RC 118,95 €

Rackpack waterproof
Racktime
0269RW 106,50 €

Rackpack Touring
Racktime
0264RA 141,95 €

Rackpack 1
Racktime
0266RA 99,95 €

Rackpack 1 Plus
Racktime
0266RB 115,95 €

Rackpack 2
Racktime
0267RA 104,95 €

Rackpack 2 Plus
Racktime
0267RB 111,50 €

Rackpack XL
UniKlip 2
0268UNB 97,95€

Rackpack Touring
UniKlip 2
0264UN 147,95€

Carrybag GT
schwarz UniKlip
0305US 141,95 €

Carrybag GT
fleur schw. UniKlip
0305UFS 141,95 €

Carrybag GT
dots UniKlip
0305UDO 141,95 €

Carrybag GT
Carrybag GT
margarite UniKlip
twist silver UniKlip
0305UMA 141,95 € 0305UTS 144,95 €

Carrybag GT
Carrybag GT (Alu farbig)
twist blue UniKlip twist sky rose UniKlip 2
0305UTB 144,95 € 0305UNTR 154,95 €

Carrybag GT
Carrybag GT
Carrybag GT
dots Racktime
margarite Racktime fleur schw. Racktime
0305RMA 124,50 € 0305RFS 124,50 € 0305RDO 124,50 €

Carrybag GT
schwarz Racktime
0305RS 124,50 €

Carrybag GT
twist silver Racktime
0305RTS 127,50 €

Carrybag GT
Carrybag GT (Alu farbig)
twist blue Racktime twist sky rose Rackt.
0305RTB 127,50 € 0305RTR 149,95€

Bikebasket GT
schwarz UniKlip
0304US 130,95 €

Bikebasket GT
fleur schw. UniKlip
0304UFS 130,95 €

Bikebasket GT
dots UniKlip
0304UDO 130,95 €

Bikebasket GT
margarite UniKlip
0304UMA 130,95 €

Bikebasket GT
twist silver UniKlip
0304UTS 133,50 €

Bikebasket GT
Bikebasket GT (Alu farbig)
twist blue UniKlip twist sky rose UniKlip 2
0304UTB 133,50 € 0304UNTR 144,95 €

Bikebasket GT
Bikebasket GT
Bikebasket GT
margarite Racktime fleur schw. Racktime
dots Racktime
0304RMA 115,50 € 0304RFS 115,50 € 0304RDO 115,50 €

Bikebasket GT
schwarz Racktime
0304RS 115,50 €

Bikebasket GT
twist silver Racktime
0304RTS 117,95 €

Bikebasket GT
Bikebasket GT (Alu farbig)
twist blue Racktime twist sky rose Rackt.
0304RTB 117,95 € 0304RTR 138,95 €

Box
UniKlip 2
0845UN 64,95€

Citybox
UniKlip 2
0847UN 182,95€

UniKlip

UniKlip 2

0212 49,95 €

0212UN 37,95€

Steckschloss
UniKlip 2
0212US 20,95€

Shopper Alingo GT
Shopper Alingo GT
Shopper Alingo GT
rot-creme Racktime grün-braun Racktime brombeer Racktime
0310RCR 94,50 € 0310GBR 94,50 €
0310BO 94,50 €

Shopper Alingo GT
schwarz Racktime
0310S 94,50 €

Shopper Alingo GT
grau Racktime
0310GR 94,50 €

City Korb 2
Racktime
0314R 53,95 €

Citymax
Racktime
0319R 63,95 €

Structura GT
Structura GT
Structura GT
schilf grau Racktime schilf braun Racktime braun Racktime
0315RSGR 104,95 € 0315RSBR 104,95 € 0315RBRF 104,95 €

Structura GT
schwarz Racktime
0315RSF 104,95 €

City Korb Reflect
Racktime
0323R 65,95 €

Citymax 2
Racktime
0321R 63,95 €

City Korb
Racktime
0322R 50,95 €

Weidenkorb GT
Racktime
0398R 96,95 €

Doggy Basket
Racktime
0399R 174,95 €

Doggy Basket Plus
Racktime
0399RH 242,95 €

Steckschloss / lock
Racktime
0209RS 17,95 €

Alumino GT
KorbKlip
0373K 134,95 €

Structura GT
Structura GT
Structura GT
braun KorbKlip
schilf grau KorbKlip schilf braun KorbKlip
0315KBRF 102,95 € 0315KSGR 102,95 € 0315KSBR 102,95 €

Weidenkorb GT
KorbKlip
0398K 94,95 €

Doggy Basket
KorbKlip
0399KK 172,95 €

Doggy Basket Plus
KorbKlip
0399KKH 234,95 €

Citymax
KorbKlip
0319KK 64,95 €

City Korb 2
KorbKlip
0314K 54,95 €

City Korb
KorbKlip
0322K 51,95 €

Radkiste 2
KorbKlip
0327NK 89,95 €

Radkiste Cargo
KorbKlip
0328NK 119,95 €

City Korb Cargo
KorbKlip
0313K 67,95 €

Taschen, Körbe, Boxen mit UniKlip, UniKlip 2 oder KorbKlip
sind auf unterschiedlichsten Gepäckträgern verwendbar.
Bags, Baskets, Boxes with UniKlip, UniKlip 2 or KorbKlip
are usable on a large variety of carriers.

Box
Racktime
0845R 59,95 €

Rackpack XL
Racktime
0268RB 91,95 €

Rackpack Sport Plus
schwarz Racktime
0269RBS 149,95€

Rackpack Light
schwarz UniKlip 2
0268UNA 92,95€

Structura GT
schwarz KorbKlip
0315KSF 102,95 €

Rackpack Light
Racktime
0268RA 85,95 €

Rackpack Sport
schwarz Racktime
0269RAS 129,95€

Citybox
Racktime
0847R 164,95 €

Alumino GT
Racktime
0373R 135,95 €

Racktime Zubehör ist nur auf
Racktime / Snapit Gepäckträgern verwendbar
( nicht kompatibel mit Snapit 2.0 Gepäckträgern).
Racktime accessories are only usable
on Racktime / Snapit carriers
( not compatible with Snapit 2.0 carriers).
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Quad Mini Adapter
(inklusive)

PhonePad
Quad Mini
2720 39,50 €

PhoneBag
Light S
2725 62,95 €

PhoneBag
Light M
2726 64,95 €

PhoneBag
Tour S
2727 65,50 €

Produkte · Products

PhoneBag
Tour M
2728 69,95 €

PhoneBag
Comfort S
0299PS 65,95 €

PhoneBag
Comfort M
0299PMS 66,95 €

Contour
Adapter
(inklusive)

Contour Adapter

Contour Mini

Contoura

Contour

0217HO 9,95 €

0216S 44,95 €

0216CS 48,50 €

0217S 54,95 €

Contour
Mudguard
0217PS 61,95 €

Contour
SF
0217SF 77,50 €

Contour
Sport
0217CS 109,50 €

Zubehör für Contour Adapter
(Position an der Sattelstütze) ist auch am
Contour Sattel Adapter (Position am Sattel) nutzbar.

Klett / Velcro

PhonePad ....
Loop
2721 33,95 €

Quad Mini Adapter
0210M 17,95 €

Contour Sattel
Adapter
(inklusive)

Oversize Schelle
Ø 32–36mm
0217CSO 7,50 €

Contour
Waterproof
0217W 115,95 €

Contour
Magnum
0217MS 84,50 €

Contour Sattel
Adapter solo
0217HS 12,50 €

Contour
Waterproof SA
0217WSA 139,95 €

Contour
Magnum SA
0217MSA 88,95 €

Accessories for Contour Adapter
(position on seat post) are also usable on
Contour Saddle Adapter (position on saddle).

Bikepack X Compact
Bikepack X
Waterproof
Waterproof
0219WSA 129,95 € 0218WSA 146,95 €

Contour Max Taschen können nur am
Contour Max Adapter verwendet werden.

Sattel Adapter
(inklusive)

Seilschloss Halter
Cable lock holder
0500 10,95 €

Micro 30

Micro 40

Micro 100

Micro 80 Plus

Micro 150 Plus

Micro SL

0290S 20,95 €

0293S 22,50 €

0294S 22,95 €

0296S 26,95 €

0297S 27,95 €

0291S 24,95 €

Contour Max
Adapter
(inklusive)

Contour Max
Adapter solo
0217HOM 24,95 €

Contour Max
Sport
0217MAS 122,95 €

Contour Max
Touring
0217MAT 104,95 €

Oversize Schelle
Ø 32–36mm
0217CSO 7,50 €

Korbfix 1

Korbfix 2

Festkorb Halter

0311 6,95 €

0311A 6,95 €

Citymax Fix
& Korbfix 2
0319F 48,95 €

0211B 21,95 €

SeeMe
Reflektorband
0312 26,95 €

8x SeeMe
& Display
0312SET

Lampen Halter

Light Clip

1647 12,95 €

0397LC 8,95 €

FindMe

Bottlefix

1645 21,95 €

Bottlefix
Ahead
1646 10,95 €

1649 9,95 €

Bottlefix
Extended
1649A 11,50 €

Spokey
3,25mm rot
2195 8,95 €

Spokey
3,4mm schwarz
2196 8,95 €

Spokey Pro
3,25mm rot
2195PRO 13,95 €

Spokey Pro
3,4mm schwarz
2196PRO 13,95 €

Contour Max Bags are only usable on
Contour Max Adapter.

Zubehör für Sattel Adapter ist
auch am Mini Adapter nutzbar.

Mini Adapter
(inklusive)

Micro Sport 40

Micro Sport 100

Micro 200
Expandable
0295S 27,95 €

Micro Bottlebag

0299L 31,95 €

Micro Sport 200
Expandable
0299XL 36,95 €

0299M 29,95 €

Compact

Freeliner

MiniMap 1

MiniMap 2

Bottle Klick

0292CS 35,95 €

2705 33,95 €

2703 22,95 €

2704 24,95 €

1650 14,50 €

Twin Adapter
(inklusive)

Bügelschloss Halter
U-Lock Holder
0500A 16,50 €

Rackpack Adapter
+
Träger / racks

Rackpack 1
Rackpack Adapter
0266SA 98,95 €

Rackpack 1 Plus
Rackpack Adapter
0266SB 110,95 €

Freerack

Freerack Plus

Accessories for saddle adapter
are also usable on Mini Adapter.
permanent
Montage / mount

0289S 26,95 €

Seilschloss Halter
Cable Lock Holder
0501B 12,95 €

Rackpacker
Werkzeuge / tools

1914S 60,95 €

1915S 77,95 €

1913S 71,50 €
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Festkorb
& Festkorb Halter
0397A 41,50 €

Festkorb Halter E
(E-Bike)
0211BE 33,50 €

Festkorb E
& Festkorb Halter E
0397AE 49,95€

Doggy Basket
Fix
0399F 162,95 €

Doggy Basket Plus
Fix
0399FH 229,95 €

Citybox Fix
0847F 163,95 €

Pumpfix

MiniMount

Unidisc

1849 7,50 €

1648 7,95 €

0729G 16,50 €

Spokey 2,34
3,25mm blau
2193L 13,95 €

Spokey 25 Stck.
3,25mm rot
2195L 7,95 €

Spokey 25 Stck.
3,4mm schwarz
2196L 7,95 €
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universal fixations for all carriers

Fix

permanent mounts
+ economic

solutions to fix accessories
safely on bikes
+ baskets

& boxes are securely fixed
onto carriers with different via screw
fastening

For cyclist who want to leave their accessories permanently mounted on the bike.

only detachable by the help of tools
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specific system solutions

UniKlip 2

KorbKlip

Racktime

Rackpack

GTA

+ u
 niversal quick release for bags, boxes
or textile baskets on diverse carriers

+ u
 niversal quick release for baskets on
diverse carriers

+ fi
 ts all racks with Ø 10–16mm and
9 –16cm width

+ fi
 ts all racks with Ø 10–16mm
and 9 –16cm or 9–40cm carrier width
(depends on basket) extra large baskets
are especially well suited for front racks

+ s pecific Racktime carrier with 4 holes
required to use bags, baskets and boxes
with Racktime Adapter

+ s pecific R&K carrier required
(Freerack, Freerack Plus, Rackpacker)
to use bags with Rackpack Adapter

+ t he GTA Adapter can be mounted on
any carrier up to 145mm width to use
GTA accessories

 o further adapter element required on
+ n
the carrier

 o further adapter element required
+ n
on the carrier

 oxes, bags or baskets with GTA coup+ b
ling are fixed in the upper central slot

+ secure

four point fixation on
Racktime racks

+ s ecure fastenig when pushing the bag
forward, pull the strap to remove the
bag

+ p
 anniers with GTA rail can be
connected to the side slots

The Rackpack coupling is made to fit
Rixen & Kaul carriers.

With the GTA Adapter plate – any carrier it
is converted into a GTA System carrier.

adjust width once, fits all racks

adjust width once, fits all racks

+ adjust width once

+ adjust width once

+ c ompatible with spring clamps
usable on V-shaped racks

+ c ompatible with spring clamps
usable on V-shaped racks

+ set down – turn levers – done !

+ set down – turn levers – done !

The levers can be moved along the rod
springs to evade obstructive tubing.

The levers can be moved along the rod
springs to evade obstructive tubing.

retrofit lock

only for Racktime/Snapit racks

Racktime carrier – characterized by
four holes in their cross braces that the
adapter attaches to ( incompatible for
Snapit 2.0 racks).

r etrofit lock available to
arrest the red button

only for RIXEN & KAUL racks

Freerack

Freerack Plus

Rackpacker

rack with GTA Adapter plate

+ t he accessories are combinable or can
be used seperately

 ll parts are lockable
a
by a central lock
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adapter systems

8

Korb Platte
PhonePad /PhoneBag

Baggy Pro
Ø 8–16mm
Baggy extra flat
3
6

Ø 10 –16mm

Lamello
Extender
for seat posts Ø 25–32mm, 5kg max.

6

Reisenthel

extra: oversize clamp Ø 32–36mm

Ø 10 –16mm

Adapter Socket Ahead
Ø 28,6mm, combine with Adapter for Head Tube
Handlebar Adapter Stem
Ø 22,2 –25,4mm, with / without lock, 5kg max.

3

Handlebar Adapter Head Tube
only usable for bikes with headtube threads,
combine with Adapter Socket Ahead, 5kg max.

4

Frame Bracket
only usable for bikes with headtube threads
combine with Handlebar Adapter Head Tube, 5kg max.

4

Sunny

Baggy light

Rucksack

carriers

alu frame

1

Contour

6

extra: oversize clamp Ø 32–36mm

6

Contour Max

extra: oversize clamp Ø 32–36mm

Ø 8 –16mm

Twin Adapter
for tubes with Ø 15 – 60mm and U-locks Ø 12 mm,
2kg max.

Mini
Mini ·· Saddle
Sattel ··Twin
Twin

Ø 8 –12 / 16 / 22mm

Contour / Mini
Contour Max Adapter
for mounting on seat posts Ø 25 –32mm, 3kg max.

Saddle Adapter
for mounting on saddle, 1kg max.

8

lock- / map holder

Micro / Bottle Klick
Ø 6 / 8 –16mm
1

1

2
3

2
9

rain cover

light holder

5

7

4
8

waterproof

6

8

6
8

7

extra: Lock – UniKlip 2
KorbKlip
for baskets, fits all racks with Ø 10 –16mm and 9 –16cm
width, extra big Cargo Cargo baskets are usable for front
racks up to 40cm width, 10kg max.

7

Rackpack Adapter
only usable in combination with R&K carriers:
Freerack, Freerack Plus und Rackpacker, 10kg max.

6

Racktime Adapter
only usable in combination with Racktime/Snapit carriers
with the 4 characteristic holes
(incompatible with Snapit 2.0), 10kg max.
extra: Lock – Racktime

7

GTA Adapter
plate for carriers up to 145mm width, accessories with
GTA coupling and panniers with GTA Rail
can be combined, central lock, 3 x10kg max.
extra: GTA Mounting Set E , GTA Coupling

7

Kompakt Rail
automatic adjustment on carriers with Ø 8 –16mm.
adjustable without tools, short hooks, 10kg max.

7

Universal Rail
with exchangeable hooks and reducing pieces for
Ø 8 –12/16 / 22mm, 10kg max.
extra: GTA Hooks to use panniers with Universal Rail
on GTA Adapter

7

Modul Rail
professional aluminium rail
automatic adjustment on carriers with Ø 8–16mm,
10kg max.

7

Komfort Rail
comfortable one hand operation thanks to the solid
handle, adjustable hook for Ø 8–13mm, 10kg max.

7

Vario Top Hook
automatic adjustment on carriers with Ø 8–16mm, 10kg max.
Vario Hook for Ø 6–16mm, 10kg max.
Vario E Hook extra short, for Ø 8 –16mm, 10kg max.

7

Reisenthel Rail
hooks and centerlock adjustable for Ø 6–16mm,
10 kg max.

7

9

7

Ø 8 –13mm

5

Mini Adapter
for tubes with Ø 15 – 60mm, 1kg max.

UniKlip 2
universal fixation for bags, boxes and textile baskets,
fits all racks with Ø 10–16mm and 9–16cm width, 10kg max.

Ø 8 –16 mm

Contour / Mini / SA
Contour Adapter
for mounting on seat posts Ø 25 –32mm, 2kg max.

7

carriers

steel frame
Contour Saddle Adapter
for mounting on saddle, adjustable angle,
more distance of the bag from the rear wheel, 2kg max.

UniKlip
for bags, boxes and textile baskets,
fits all racks with Ø 8–16mm and 9–16cm with,
10kg max.

GTA

Handlebar Adapter

Caddy
mounting on vertical tubes Ø 22–36mm, 7kg max.

2

Quad

1

1

KorbKlip · UniKlip

Handlebar Adapter E
extra wide, combinable with e-bike display,
with / without lock, 7kg max.
Extra: Distance Set E 25mm , Distance Set E 90°
clamps Ø 22–26mm / Ø 31,8mm / Ø 35mm

Quad Mini Adapter
for tubes with Ø 15–60mm, 1kg max.

Rackpack

1

8

hooks & rails

Handlebar Adapter
standard version, with / without lock, 7kg max.
extra: MultiClip Plus / MultiClip E / Display Spacer
Distance Set 5mm / 43mm / Width 100mm
clamps Ø 22–26mm / Ø 31,8mm / Ø 35mm

Racktime

adapter systems

